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This series of manuals for ChiLd Care Givers on DoD-Installations is
issued under the auttority.of DoD Instruction 6069.1, "Training Manuals-

for Child,Care Givers-on LED Installations," January 19, 1481. Its 0*pose_

is to prolnde child tare givers with traihing materials that include the

latest techniques and procedures for.the safe care and guiding development

of children entrusted to their care.

.
This series of manuals, DoD 6060.1-4-1 through DoD 606011-M-17swas

developed under the auspices of the Department, o,f Health and Human Seivices

by the Department'of Army, in cooperation,with the Najy, =Air Force, end

a\

Marine Corps.

4.

..

The provisions of this senies of manuals apply to the Office of the'

Secretary of Defense, the Military Departments, and the Defense Agencies

(hereafter eferred to as OoD Cpmponents) whose heads shall ensure that the

manuals a distributed ?r otherwise made availabN to all chiLd are givers

on DoD i stallations and that these:aaterials are used in regional and inter-

wbrkshopei seminars, and training eessions.

'This series-Of'minuals is effective immediately."

Send recommended changes to the manuals-through channels to:
. .

,Director, Personnel Adminiseration and Services
Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Military Personnel and Force Management) (ASD(MRA&L))

WashingtonD.C. 20301

DoD Components may obtain copies of this series of danuals through their

own publications channels. 'Other federal agencies and the public may obtain

coRies 'from the Superintendent of Docvments, U.S. Government Piinting Office,'

Washington, D.C. 20402:

R. liean Tice
Lieutenant General, 'LISA

. Deputy Assistant Secretary

he ph by gh iliewhowilaltDINININA4 tr.S. reams MN. Wahkriss, MO. MN
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en-vi-ron-mgrlt the W.:a of those things whiah

surrounksurroundings, incZuding both people and

things.

This book is about cFeating environments for

schdol-age children - Six through 32 years. These

children will be in the center before and after

school and evenings. Ihey will'use the center
during the weeks orircoths of school vacations.
Although school-rege care can include children up to

12 yearsof age, you will fing that most children
Who use the,,center are six, seven and eight years
Nof age,- firstillmuja.third graders.

t

This book is divided into tmp parts with selected

resources at the end. PAM CM outlines some Ways
to pLan the physical space. PAM TWO suggests scae

wayS to use the people and things in that
space. The environments we describe are designed
to help children be independent and creative.
fndependence comes as children learn and practice
skills through the 'activities/ games and projects

they choose. Creativity grows out of finding more
.than one way to do scaething or =ire then one right
, answer ti6 a,question.

There is elot of informatiorrIn-this book. Nearly
everY,page talks about a different arid important

idea. /We suggest thakyou real and 002the check-
' list tit the end of jpsbone section,A.a-time. .

Cnce you have read the whole book, keep it handy so
youcan rrefer;tb it fran.time'to time..

.

We do not pretend to pr6Viae ail tile answers. All
we can dais present a beginning or guide. It is

pp to each caregiver,to use and add to this basic
infopation in individual and creative ways. Good,

child care programs happen when caregivers knOw
, and understand schoolnage children and have fun
with them. So watch the Children in ycur.care.
Think about Irow they react to their surroundings.
Then ycu can evaluate, plan and manage environments -

especially for school-age children.

-3-
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PAW CKE

In PAW ONE iou wilkdiscover:__

how environnents -affect feelings and behavior.

good-ways t6.piganize indOor and outdoor play
areas to.offer school-age children aNariety of
experienCes

. checklists for rating yqur center's,environment

C.

)
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ENVIRMIEZIr WECTS- YOUR FEELIN6S MD BEHAVIOR

4 .

Take a io* around. -Consider haw yotir eAvironment

is affectimgyou at thisrament. Are You reading
thisiddie sitting in a-soft Chair? re you lying

on a sandy 7- Can ydu hear the sound of waves
and sea guflsi hbat do you siellJ Can you smell
dust, disinfectant^or food cooJd.ng at oolors,

shapes and ohjecta can you see? We often set so
used to our sUrroundings that* give nio thaQ0ht to
iloWtouth we are affecbad by odr environments.. Think
oi the impactrxmlsights and sounds have upon you.
As human beings, ue quickly learn to give meaning to
the things around us. Different types of_space,
clothing and behaViors gi us different messages
aboupidlereye are and how are to behave. Studies
and experiments have shown t the same environment
can have different effects= different people.

t

Think4about these surprising ways that Aysical
environments affect our behavior:

Pink has the power to change behavior. Experiments
irCprisons have shown the power that pink has to
change how people act. Several prisons painted the
walls pink. The inmateetecame calmer and less
aggressive. It was possible to reduce the n
of guards per shift.* The effect of this color is
.so strong that changes in the gland system can be
measured id people exposed to just the right shade
of pink. ,

A

Crowding affects people differentl'y. Studies of
people liVing in crowded conditions-compared certain
areas of Hong Mong to heavily populated areas of

. New York and Bdston. The studies showed Hort Kong
to be four tines as crowded. Yet the percent.of
crimes,and eases of mental illness were less in,
Hong Kong than in the-American cities.

People find uniform brightness boring. Monotony
and samamassmake most people uncomfortable. They
like moderate change in all things, including
bmiShtness. Change may include the shifting
patterns of sunlight. Lamps or lighting can be
used to make some areas brighter than others.

D Think about how your environment affected you as a child. Try to
recall ±iy strong feelings that you had about the people, places ,

and eve ts in,your life.

-9
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SOME ENVIAONMENTS SEEM MORE
INTEREST= THAN camps ,

By observing the places,where children choose ta
play,. we can learn what they find to be most inter-'
est' . Children often choose to ?lay in alleyways,
dn balconies or sidewalks near:their homes. Children
under ten-will often choose these types of spaces,.
rather than play areas.in parks that are more
distant from their hares. Chi1dren prefer play
areas that include different features. They like
shelter from the And and heat. They look.for
enclosed spices that allow small groups a sense.of
privacy. These can be places for informal gatherings
or become.special "clubs" with passwords and secret
signs. They like play that includes water. They
like space for sports and games. They also enjoy
swings, slides and cliMbing equipment. They use
flat space for bikes and wagons. They want a. .

certain amount of risk or challenge while they
play.

Play areas for children often fall into one of
three kinds:

Traditional The arda is laid out with equipment
that is designed for children to use, including
teeter-totters, swings, slides and sandboxes.

Contemporary This features sepat'ate pieces of
equipment such as,platforms and climbing struc-
-tures. The overall plan of the area odhnects the
pieces into a modern design.-

Adventurg Children caft use and build with loose
parts, such as crates, old tires, lumber.and brick.
School-age children, when given a choice, use
Oventure play areas more often and stay longer in
comparison to other kinds.of areas. Nhile using
the adventure play anoAl, school-age children work
together and talk about a wide range of subjects
while planning and building with the available
materials.

What memories from your childhood are important to you? Do you
remember the wonderful smells in your grandmother's kitchen?
Did. the strange sights and sounds of shopping in a public market
thrill-and excite you? Did you like hiding in the dark corners
of an alley? In what ways can the center provide spaceg similar
to those which you liked so much as a child?

-10-
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larmaree arzrER iS PAM
OF-A LAMER ENVIFONKENT

Tbe military child cire center is a part.of the

larger,.cogrunity created by thp installation; The.

center environment sliould be planned with the needs

and life-styles of children froumilitary families

in mind. Fbr example, children may have to learn to
live with frequent noves or separations f.L.unLa parent.
Of courses' children growing up in civilian families

may face some of the same situations. It is .just

that children in military families more often may
have experiences like the ones-below:

Cultural differences in the home With military
installations all over the world, it is not uncom-
mon for one parent-to be from a culture different

from the other. This gives children the advantage
of learning firsthand about two_cultures.

-7

Living in close quarters Military housing may
require family members and different families to
live much closer together than they might in a

civilian setting. Neighbors learn to share and

help each other.

Exposure to differences Children in military
families may live in integrated installation
housing or attend integrated schools, churches and
hospitals. They have the benefit of 4 broader
exposure to cultural differehded" thail do children

in many civilian settings.

libving Frequent moves uprbot families froM the
support of their communities, friends and close
relatives, especially grandparents. Frequent moves
may be hard for the school-age child who has developed
important friendships at sdhool, in the neighbor-
hood and child care center.

Non-traditional family structures buty may call a
father or mother awayfor a week, a month, a year.
Although this maybe difficult, it can help develop
-independence and self-reliance.

Travel/lansage With installations all over the
world, children find themselves in new lands hear-
ing and learning new languages. They see new cus-

toms and eat new foods.



CM/TER ENVIRONMENTS SHOULD
SPEAK TO SCHOOL-AGE CIIIILDREN

dnor ch4dren, being old enough to.be.in school is
important. These children will not ipent to attend a
child care center if they see it as "a place for
babiese0-' They need more than just being added to a
group of younger children. School-aw children need
a special place that appears more growlrup or just,
for them. They get enough structure in school. .

They need an open, relaxed environment. They do not
require activities with as much direction and
structure as younger children. IdeallyYthe child
care center allows school-age children to move, 4
change and rearrange both the indoor and outdoor
environments. School-age children also need a
separate outdoor space that is special and more'
challenging. Opportunities to Spend time building
and changing things in.an adventure play:yard would
make the center a special place and'give each child
,a real sense of belonging.

a

Here are some things to consider when pZanning a
'school-age environment:

Sepaiate 'entries are best.. It helps school-age
children feel more grown-up if they do not have to
share an entry with the younger children. The
school-age entry,should be designed and decorated
to oQk "grown-up" to these children.

Keep other areas' in sight. The schooirage areas
should be separate from the areas for younger
children. 'But the'younger and older children
should be within view of each other. This allows
"for some cross-over. The older children Can be
helperssfor the younger children. The younger
children can get a preview of things to Come and
have goals toward which to work.

Invo ement improves_cooperation and caring. In
mor than one case it has been found that when
chilen are directly involved in the pl.anning,
care and maintenance of play areas, destructive
behaviors are greatly reduced. Children who plant
flowers in the play yard will protect them care-

Children involVed in raising money to buy
equipment will use it with greater care. Children
who have the responsibility for keeping tables,-

walls and floors clean, will be less likely to
litter or destroy property.

-12 -
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CHECK YOUR Rtart,ECGE OF ENVIR214ENTS
FOR Sar0L-AGE ailIDIdEN

4 -Below are
children.

) column if
dgMt disagree.

some statements about environments amj'school-age
Think about each sentence and put an X in-ths first

you agree with it; Put an X in column two-if you
Then turn the page and compare your ideas with ours.

1. School-age care is most successful if it pro-
vides children with a school-like environment.

A,challenge of full-day summer progress for
school-aged children is keeping the children
,interested, etpecially older boys,

3. When giv'en a choice, host children in
schcol-age imcgrers will play alone or with
alemothers rather than in a large group.-

4. In/a-good school-age care environment
dren are always busy4 They never ha time to
horse around, daydream or justiait.

dChool-age programs in centers Which also serve
ger children are_mbst successful when the

older children are kept ompletely separate
fran the younger ones.

5.

4

O. A key ftsuccessful school-age care ii to
create an envircEment in which the children
can and are.enceuraged to change things and
rove them about.

t.

7. Adults are not such an important part of the
envimmirent for school-age children as they are
fbr younger children..

8. School-age children like to have special
places where a few griends can gather to play
or have "club" meettngs.

Agree Dii4agiee



S'e
4 ,

1

-
I°

Disagrie Most sObaessful.schbOl-age care prograns have a more
flexible routine.-- At,school children have.few choices,
little freedci to move around and constant adult super-
viOion.

2. Agree npere is one probler'n noted by many School-age prograns.
It is the difficulty_ of providing ehbugh challenge and

-mariety fora:der childrof in ohe place over a.long
(1-. Period of,time. Many suqcessful sunnier-programs fbr

schopl-age children plan field trips ot day-camp type,
activities away from the center.

3. Agree Research has shown that many childr.;:n in salool-age care
play alone or with one other child rather than forming
large groups on their own.

4. Disagree

5. Disagree

6. Agree

Sch-obl-age children need some free; relaxed periods-of
time: ,They heed time for important things like "doing
nothing,2rgetting a drink, watching others, tying a
shoelace or daydreaming. This is probably good after a
highly-organized school day.

Older children should have separate, challenging places
to play: They should also have opportunities to see and
be with younger children. This helps the older children
learn patience ana teaches the reWardS that come from
being helpful to and caring of others.

The key to successful school-age child care is that the
children PARTICIPATE 1N PLANNING, CHANGING AND ARRANGING
tHEIR ENVIRONMENT BCTH INDOORS AND OUT.

7. Disagree Schbol-age children can plan and carry out many activities
'cn their own. They require less supervision and direction
than younger children. But school-age children need to
talk to and ask questions of'adults, as well as receive
love and approval fram them.

8. Agree School-age children like to have special places for
smdil-group play. They often spend a great deal of time
arranging and decorating these spaces and holding informal
club meetings.

. -14 -
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:ARRANGING SPACE
'FOR SCH4j0L-AGE CHILDREN
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ORGANIZE SPNZE TO SUP

t
s

tr

p, Both indodrs ana oUtdoori a varieeYof spaces
supportlthe different intere4s and activities:of
school-a9e-ckdldren. large iteas alIqw for active

paay'or group gamest. Small areas, slightly separa

, from larget areas,_make meeting and activity fipaces:

, for one i0 four or five children. Smallspaces Bar
justcme or two allow children g moment ofiVacy
or''the chance to get away from a difficult ktiVity,
adults'or the group. indoors, shelves and dividers

can separate areas. Outdoors, bushes, tires and
logs can fonn barriers between areas. Areas in a

variety of shapes and sizes permit and emccurage'
children to find and choose both active and quiet
play. They can also choose to spend time Alone or
with small and large groups of other children.

r;

4.

r

41Consider these,points when organizing space for

school-age children:

Storage Convenient 'Storage both indoors and out-
.doors will increase.the amount of tiMe spent in
activities and play. Both children and caregivers
avoid using materials-and equipment that are diffi-
'cult to get and return. .

Outdoor shelter Shelters, windbreaks, porches, low
bushes and trees increase the opportunitiestor a r

,variety of quiet oF small group activities outdoors.

IndOor-outdoor connection Children enjoy-being
able to see ttie outdoor play space fram indoors. It

is also nice to be able to see indobrs from the play
yard. It should be easy to move back and forth
between the two areas.

Different.skin levels Children,will naturally
group themselves not by age but by skills or abili-
ties. The,center environment should allow for a .

wide range of interests apd skills. This-way every
child can find play that is fun.

SoMe of the ideas, concepts and illustrations,in this section are adapted from
Cohen, U.,,Hill, A. B., Lane, C. G., MbGinty, T., & Mbore, G. T., Recommen-
datons for child play areas, and Mbore, G. T., Lane, C. G., Hill, A. B.,
Cohen, th, MbGinty, T., Recommendations for child care centers. Milwaukee:

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, ,Centet for Architecture and Urban Planning

Research, 1979.

-17-
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PLAN TitE miatrizeze TO IMP YOU

Bringing-large grouFs of school-age children together
is often unsatisfactory for both children and
caregivers.. To make child care more-personal, a
lare base plan divides the children into smaller

groups. Aca;egiver is responsible for one group'of

children. Each group and caregiver meet in an area
set aside as their home base. "The children store
their belongings in this area. Thelhare base is

also a place for meetings. Theeildren plan-
activities and ways to arrange manage-areas,

supplies, materials and equipment. Activities and
projects take the childrenout of the home base. A
system for checking in and out 'keeps the caregiver
informed of where each child is at all times. This
arrangement allows the Children to be more inder.

pendent. They can move to different activities or
locations as they explore their wide range of
interests. The children might move to other nearby
activity areas,* play outdoors, visit the younger
children for a while or participate in youth activi-
ties elsewhere on the installation or in the community.

Besides a home base, the schooZ-age environment
might incZude.

A kitchen area ,Akitchen area is vital to a
school-age child care program. Children like to
prepare food and snacks. Small appliances next to
a sink can provide a surprising number of oppor-
tunities fdr cooking projects.

Intereiting spaces Aseries of areas which are
separate but in sight of one another will allow for
different clubs and projects. Children can change
and decorate unused space in buildings to suit
their'own needs.

Moveable furnishings Children need furnishings
and objects they can move to arrange their differ-
ent areas. This might include planks; tires, small
cable spools, sawhorses, 'curtaills, partitions,
dividers and shelves.

After-schooZ activities away'from the center
School-age children have mudh to gain' 01,_ attending
meetings or activities elsewhere on the poit. This
might include scouting, 4-H or Dependent Youth
Activities and sports. If children can waik to and
from these activities, theY gain valuable firsthand
information about their community.

-18-
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A

UM ADVANTAGE OF ENTRYWAYS

Somewhere near the main entry a desk, table or counter makes.a convenient
surface for completing forms, storing supplies and communicating with
parents. Each child should be able to find a drawer, cubby or place to
keep personal belongings, papers and projects. This special storage space

gives each child a real sense of belonging. If your center provides drop-
in care, it may besimpossible to have a pexmanent cubby for each child.
Tty cubbies with nameplates that can be changed. This allows different
Children at different times to use the same space for storing belongings.
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The connection between indoor and outdoor areas and movement between the
two should be vgry easy for school-age children. The outdoor environment
has the advantage of alloWing for a little less adult supervision and
organization. The centertcan provide a m more relaxed, slower-paced progri
and environment than children find at school. School-age children need
plenty of open space for the wide range of sports and activities that
interests them. These.might include'sports, such as football, soccer,
baseball and dodge bil1. Cther activities might include using parachutes
or playing some of the cooperative games suggested on page 113. Children
like hard surfaces for playing basketball and other games. A careful
arrangement of play structures and game areas is necessary. This eliminates
crowding and reduces accidents.'
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ploy= Lars OF OPFORMNITIES FOR CLLMBING

When .chiIdren climb high/ they stretch and developtheir muscles. They can
-use high places for a number of purposes. Aview frai a high place gives a
new outlook on thing's: This gives children a chance to look clown, instead
of up, for a while. They can climb high and find a moment to be alone with
thoughts and plans. A, high spot can be, a meeting place for a friend or
two. Children can.plan what they want to do next seated atop a climbing
Structure or leaning against the branches of a large tree. Very clear
rules and soft surfaces such asArass, sawduit, mats or sand under climbing
siructures teduce.the.risk of climbing high:

2 5
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ORE.= SPACES FOR.SMALL. GROUPS

School-age children like the opportunity to form special interest clubs or

. to gather with a few of their friends. The environrrent can support thig

kind of groupirig.vAreas can be planned inside and ,ou where a few children

can get together mAay.from the.larger group. Use the outdoor environment

for' variety of activities, not just for active play. If these spaces are

not planned or built into the environment, caregivers, and children can find
.,ways of making places,for a few children to play, work on projects or have,.
.club meetings. Moveable.furnishings and dividers can provide ways of

'dividing space indoors. Outdoors crates, boxes, lOgs and tires can be used
to form spdces for smallbgroups.

-22-
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PLAN FOR PRIVATVsur-AwAY micas

1

Private spaces serve several. p

small space. makes a nice place-to
dren, given tine to thinkabout
theivoign very well. A child wi
-may enjoy escaping to a private
kpaces located near.activities
graceful vay of leaving a tco dif
situation. 'Also,. a child may

finishing harecork..

If
I I

ses for the children in the center. A
crawl into and think for a while. Mil-

.
problem, often .resolve conflicts on

a low-energy day or fighting illness,

and resting for a while. Private
playing fields provide a child with a
icult or demanding activity or play
a very quiet and separate space for

.41aa aa a
Y.alkk I
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=LIME NAIltITAL 'ART* 'IN OLTICOOR PUN§

Ietrees, weeds, vines, insects ana birds are not a-part of the center
'outdoor play area, caregivers need to plan to'take the Ohildren to nearby
parkkpr areasgwhere the Ohildren can find 'these things. A fire p# can be
vetypoPul4part,,of any sChool-age outaoorenvironment. Fire safety

requi*entspay itiguire that you take the children to parks or areas where
firelgis.**0116i4ed.. Children are enchanted by rtire' and seldon have the
opportunity tO haVe elpekiences with mgtches and building fires.
Cloaking food:eve-the-Open fire is.a fun part of the activities that can
happen in thia area.t,Besideshatuial environment areas, space fok garden-,

'.in4 gives children other prodUctige'activities. If possible, a fended area
'fOr small animals* WoOld add-interest and viue to the center's outdoor

:emmixonment.0
,
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CHECK YCUR CINDER'S SCHOZWZ PLAY SPICES

Use the'checktiit7 below to help you Zook at and think about

your center's school.rage play areas. Think about waysito

provide areas and opportunities for pZay which your center

may not have.

ORGANIZATION OF PLAY YARD

easy access to out:looks frati incicor play areas

J

vaiiety of play spaces linked to each other forplay and activities

, opportunities for school-age children to see and play with ethers of

different ages

sdme play areas attractive to pIder or-,.moie skilled Children and

some attractive to younger'or less skilled-children

, bushes, ehelters, porcag-or other barriers to protect play areas

franwinter winds and extreme summer sans

iushes, low hills or'other barriers to partly enclose small play

spades

play structures spaced and-located to avoid crowding'and accidents

active play areas near eadh other and away from cuia :play areas

, convenient storage for.outdoor equipment

play spaces for a variety of group sizes

- bthces, tents or tunnel:a for one child-to "4et away"

--tdieS4_logs or 'bushes creating small-,group-areas
open, siToaces for active or group, play

opportunities for caregivers and children to change the size of areas

by moving divideFs, boards or tires

eaSy access t; bathroomd :

outdoor water source and drinking fountains

safe fences and gates

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY AREAS

paved play areas for wheeled toys, uide pathways and hard-surfaced

areas for balls, games and jumping rope

.
open grassy Or soft-surface play areas for games.and spdrts

large play areas for climbers, logs, spools, slides, platforms,

--swings or other play units

4/
P

(turn page please)
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play units with "loose parts," such as boxes, tires, boards and
blocks or other moveable'play structures

natural environment arees with native plants trees, rocks, insects

special interest ereas such as garden plots, fenced animal areas

small-group activity areas for books, music, arts and crafts

play areas at differentrlevels - platforms, trees, large rocks

ORGANIZATION OF InoC0 SPACE

receiving area 'cubbies

a'variety of spaces

home bases or small-group meeting areas
-1-1arge-group activity space for 14 to 16

several small-group activity spaces for
"getrawaya or private spaces for one or

areas and pathwayS' clearly marked by

coat hcoks

children
four to five children
two'children

shelves low dividers

floor levels colors
ceiling heights flcor coverings

closed storage for extra supplies and,materials

open storage for children's games, materials and supplies

kitchen area, sink and applianced.

INDOOR ACTIVITY AREAS

,

0

carpeted and washable floor surfaces

floor play areas

shelves and furniture to divide clubs and small-group

pretend play
(-Puzzles and sris31 toys

tcok nook,
talole games

records and tapes
hme.00rk

nature oollectiOns
arts and-diifts

activity areas

,cooking

musical instruments
block play
water play

, sewing, needlework

v-26-
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carpentry
play dough, clay
magnets and
science displays,
hobbies





IS2 MILDEW MANGE TM
SEZPE-#, SIM AND USE OF THINGS -_

7

If we think abouthow and where children play when
they Are away from the centerlioe can improve the
'child:care center environment as a paace for play.

The center-can be safe yetas interesting as the
alleys, porches amd sidemalkswhereLchildren like
to,play. Childremespecially like koteparts to
move arourj.i:They Iike to change the size and
shape of a paay.spaces to fit their different
activities and pretend games. Loose parts may
include lumber and nails for building or nay be
portable, reusable pieces that can be put together,
changed'and rearranged,without hacker and nails.
The test objects have more than,one use. They can
be combined with other things and they can be noved
and changed by the children.

Here are some things that children can use alone or
in combination to change the size and shape of
things while playing:

tires
lumber scraps
cleated planks
sawhorses

'bricks
milk cases
packing barrels and crates
wooden boxes
appliance and furniture cartons
bales of straw
hoses
ropes
hollowbloCks 0

cable spools
Cedar rounds
short lcgs
blankets,.canvas
short cleated ladders

-29-
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ADD VARIETY BY USING DaFFERENT.LEVELS

Children will seek out different levels that exist
in the wironnent to read a book, talk to a friend
or make plans with a:small group. A different ,

level, especially when carpeted and stocked with
cushions, helps the children slow down and enjoy
quiet activities for a while. ;Indoors, a platform
by a window with a view to the outside adds interest
to the environment. Outdoors, a platform, treehouse
or climbing structure adds different levels for a
variety of places to be and things to do. The
moveable boxes* illustrated on thisqoage can double
as storage while providing for different levels.
One box used alone can be a platform or seat.
Several.boxes can forma stage, stairs or audience
seating for a play or puppet show. Carpeted boxes
make comfortable seats. Children can stand,
dance, paint, work or write on uncarpeted bokes.
There are many uses for collections of these boxes
in different sizes and with different surfaces.

Think of aZZ the levels that can add variety to
indoor and outdoor spaces:

cushions *climbing trees

platforms stairs

tires Tdts

rarrps rocks'

bridges logs

drain pipes small hills

play units climbers

benches play units

slides ' window seats

*The idea for these multi-purpose boxes was taken from Leggett, S., Brubaker,
C., Cohodes, A., &Shapiro, A., Planning Flexible Learning Places. New 5
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1977.
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TAKE AWANIAGE OF TBXTURES

Plastic, formica, metal and vinyl have the adyan

tage of being easy to clean. Carpeting, fabrics

and soft textures add beauty, softness and homelike

Qualities to the center environment. Look for,jways

tO add softness wherever possible. This can include

your actions as well as your additions4to the

envircoment. Mbst school-age children think they

are too old to sit in adult laps. But many will be

happy to let.you put your arm around them or let

you give them a .gentle touch or squeeze. Meny wilr

snuggle close on a sofa, cushions or in the grass

under a tree while you read a book, tell a story or

talk. So be on the alert to find ways to make the
center'environment as comfortable as possible by
adding softness whenever and wherever possible.

1

Thsnk of ways for adding softness and a variety-of

textures to the environment:

-Carpeting Use carpeting or rug scraps on plat-

forms, walls, boxes and ramps. Let the children

have scraps for decorating their play spaces or
using as a part of their various building projects
and pretend games.

Fabrics Use interesiing fabric to add color and

absorb sound. Let the chidxeflparticipate in tie-
dying or batiking fabrics ito beused for curtains, --
banners or roam dividers.

Pillow Cushions and palms can transfdili a
floor into a warm-feeling, cozy spot for reading or
relaxing. A wide variety of colors and textures
makes these fun and interesting.

Nature's soft textures ledlenever possible, let the'

children enjoy the soft surfaces that occur natu-
rally outside. These ndght include grass, sand,
water, straw, sawdust and moss. If your play yard
offers only limited opportunities for enjoying a
variety of soft textures, plan trips to nearby
parks or nature preserves so that,the children have
opportunities to get acquainted with the soft
textures of nature.

Know and follow aZZ fire safety regulations before adding
k. fabAcs to the center environment.

016

4
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LET THE CHILDREN CREATE,ThEIR CM SPACES

There are a number of things that you and the children can do to add pri-
vate spaces to the center environment if they were not a part of the
center's design. Below are just a few suggestions. :lath a few moveable
pieces of furniture, blankets, curtains or drapes, tflerchildren will
design and build spaces to suit their needs with little or no help from
an adult.

A sawhorse.

zicrza3 screeh

,

A si.get, sane an4
a. c.ornek'

A latife. etp 60/(



USE COLOR MD LIGETInt. TO CREATE MODS

Color and lightiNg. can -lake the center a more

comfortable ind cheery place. It helps if you know

how color and lighting affect people. TO most

people thew= colors like red, orange and yellow

are exciting. The cool colors like blue, green and

purple are relaxing. When choosing colors, select
relaxing colors like blue or light green in quiet
areas sudh as a book corner or private space.
Orange and the bright colors are better in active
play areas or as a decoration or accent color in
the entry. Large'rocas look smaller if you paint
the walls or part of eachIpall a different,color or
shade,of the same color. Use white or off-white on

-\ ceilings, never on walls in rocas-used by groups of

people. Neutral colors for shelves are best so
that toys and games are easy to see. Use lighting

to feature an area or activity. Hanging a lamp

over the reading area varies the lighting in the
room and seti that area off as special.

Think about the use of Zight and color in the child
care center:

Avoid too-bright Zight. High levels of lighting
are not necessary except,for reading, sewing,
painting or other tasks requiring close eye-work.

Turn off the ,lights. 'If an area has flourescent
lights, choose times like during snack or a group,
movement activity to turn off the lights. Removing

the glare of the lights is relaxing:

Add and change colors. Posters, large sheets of
paper or fabrics may help when you cannot paint the
walls. Involve the children in chdosinsand chanor
ing the colors in any area.

Plan decorations and murals-. Look through books
and magazines for decorating ideas. An opaque
projector is useful. Many centers have been
successful in using the original artWork'and
talents of the children for creating large wall
murals in play areas and hallways.

-33-
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Pur LIVING IIIINGS IN THE ENVIRDNMENr

Both plants and animals add interest and beauty to
the center environment. Sugestions for growing
plants and sprouting seeds appear on page 101. A
child may find the center environment the only
place for direct contact wiih animals. If allowed
in the center environment, Small tame"animals offer
an opportunity for children to have the experience
of learning to care for another living being. The
441 organization has detailed, well-designed projects
especially for school-age children. Such projects
are not limited to youngsters who live in.rural
areas, either. Caregivers can supervise an indi-
vidual-child's project. Agpalified caregiver
might choose.to be a 4-H leadeeand hold re'-gular
meetings as a part of the center program. This
could regularly involve a group of children with
animal or plant life projscts. Plants and animals
add a great deal to the environment. Animals must
be fed daily and plants watered weekly. While
cgring for animals, Children can learn to be

,hunane and gentle. Watching the growth of plants
and animals can teach children about the life
cycles of living things.

Here are some ways to make the center environment
more alive with animals:

Fish Goldfish, tropical fiih and snails are Ain
to feed and watch. School-age children can share
in all the tasks of changing water and cleaning
aquariums.

SMall animals If permitted, guinea pigs, gerbils,
rabbits.and haMsters make good pets:

Fenced animal area A plot in the play yard can be
fenced off for small animals and provide an out-
standing addition to the outdoor environment.

Visitors A substitute for keeping animals in.the
center might be to have visitors bring pets and
animals for short visits. Invite parents, humane
society workers or zookeepers to share their time ,.

and animals with the children.

Field trips Another way tb permit the children

firsthand experiences with animals is to take short
trips away fram the center. Plan to visit working
farms, stables and zoos, especially thOse with-
children's areas designed so that children can be
near and touch the animals.

-34-
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CENTER FOR SWIMS AND ruraaarz

SOFTNESS

Check your center's Indoor and outdoor space. SCore one point

foi. each item you check on the list beloiJ.

rocker
stuffed dhair
lawn swing
bean bag chalr
large carpet or rug
floor cushions
grass
sandbox or sand area
hammock

FLEXIBILITY ,

soft animale top hold

soft seatsoresmings
finger paints
clay or play dough
mud
Joatszadded to sand
"laps"

-dirt for digging
Augs, a gentle touch*

Playthings can be used by more than one child'at a time - clubilcuse,

balls or climbers.

Plgythings can be used in ntore than one way - clay can be molded,
shapedandrolled;atunnelcanbecrawUdintoorover;aplank can be
a ramp or a bridge.

Playthings Can be used in different placei 7 chbokers, books, art

projects - just about anything can happen anywhere, indoOrs or out.

Equipment can be moved by the children - boxes,Aboards or tires.

Spaces can be made different sizes - tables, s1ie1yes or equipment Canç

be moved to make a space smaller or targerI

There are different levels or surfaces for play - puzzlei can be on
the floor or a table; pdint at an easel or on a table:

srnAra, ronas

18-24 '<Sep up the good work! ,

10-17 There'S sona4boont for changes that will-improve your center's.
liVeability.

0-9 Look bar ways to addi5r.change some of the items you didn't check.

*These items are suggested in a softness rating taken from Elizabeth
Presoott's Assessment of Child-Rearing Environments: An Ecological Approach.

Pasadena: Pacific Oaks College, .1975.
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ADDI.kNG -THE HUiVIAN
TOUCH TO

CENTER ENVIRONMENTS

6

PAM TM

'In PABT TWO you will

tips for managing the school-age environment

.

ways to support the children's perscalakgx`owth

things that School-age children can and like to do

. some creative'ways to use materials

some suggested resources
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Grolap-size. age
centers deserves special consideration'.
Older Children require different degreeffatten-
tion, tot haye just as much n0;4 1= adylt comern
andinterest,as younger children-and infants. -

Befort'or after,school, they'need to be'ab e to-
find'Oregivers who cadlisten to their- ial of
sudOesi or help then with thedr. problems. =Ty
Children in one group reduce the amount of dult
time 4vailabae:foreactichilki, .Aft.era dai in
schootwith 25..or:30 other childr, a should
have the benefit of a smaper groqpitAhile in the
center. Child care,experts staggest thatgrotaps-for
school-age-children be no larger than 20.

f -

Look for ways-,to, keep group sizes for school-age
,

Try dividing a room. A center with a lot of
children in onejarge 'area might try dividing that
Ispace. The-retult would be two or more spaces with
groups just the Remodeling or adding
partitions are the t solutions. When this isn't
possible, there'may other Ways to diVide-a
Apace.. Shelves and curtains orbanners-can be -Used
together to divide one large-area into two. smaller ,

cries. fiereful planning may be necessary to.arrange
for sharing sinks, large play areas and bathrooms.

Try.Uaing subgroups.- Another solution to the
problem of a large group is to"divide it into
smaller groups. This is a simple yet effective
plan. One caregiver stays in one area with some of
the children. Amother_caregiver supervises-an
indoor playroOm, library or the outdoor play yard.

Try finding volunteers. Some centets are suocess-
vful at finding and uting volunteers. Having an
extra adult on a regular basis can increase the
number of adults per children. This increases the
opportunities for these children to talk to an
adult.

ASa chiZdi what did you dislike moat about school, camp or
.day care? Was it hard-to,pait your turn or sit still .for long
pqriods of time? Plan center routines so that you,can avoid,
as-much as possible,,some ofthethings that you liked least.'

, ,
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Planning the schedule by the day-p the 'week "and the
rcelth ensures it zntoth-running, well-balanced
progratn. Theless experience a -caregiaier has, the
nore incortant advance p;azinin g uperienced
caregivers have a backlog of 'games activitie and'

ideas which they can rely al. at a gcmenes -notice.
The wise caregiver overplans. It is_ easier to save
a project or idea. fox' another dal'r than- to be stuck

witha group of eager children 'with nothing con-
itructive to .do. With school-age- children, you can
Inake your job easier and more fun if ybu view your
'role-,as that of a guide or adult friend, instead of
a leader or expert on all') subjects.

Here are some guidelines to falow for making both
short- and long-term plans:

. ,

Involve the children. Have regular meetings with
the children to discuss their interests and get

A their
ideas for -daily, weekly and ronthlY plans.

xr Let several children design and make a calendar.
f ,Posb the calendar where all can see it.

= .Seek balance. Sty to schedule a balance each day,
week and month. Have a variety of activities and
offer choices so- that children have, a chance to be
quiet and active. They "use their hands,1 bodies and
mdnds. They work alone ,or in small ,and large
grotPS

k

Be open to change. Schedules are nice. Use them
as a backbone for your program but be ready to
cfiange plans at a lament's notice. Take advantage.
of unexPected events or visitors. ,Celebrate a ,

sudden sncrostorm or summer shower with the. chil-di
Vary _your schedule as the weather 'changes. In the
,sunmertime, for eXample, you may heed to schedule
outdoor time early in the day 'before the play yard
becomes ioo hot for active play. During the
winter, outside time gay haVle to, be reduced becaUse
of cold or stormy weit:her.'

Include the parents . Parents can be a great
\
source

' of information: ;They carl tell you what their
: children like ' to:do; Some -parents will have good

ideaS' for, projectS, _crafts or activities.
- ,_ .

,

0
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FLExims YCUR CENTER
NOVICES DROP-IN CARS.

Yourcenter mai"provide drop-in care. This reans

thatno advance reservations are required. Parents

ney leave-or pick up their children at any time.
The number of children and caregivers nay vary from
hour to hour and day to day. If your center provides
drop-in care, you still will find the ideas in this,
book ueefdl and practical. 'They have teen tried in
a center that provides this service bor a large
nurber of children. Caregivers just have to be
somewhat more flexible and able to change their
plans as enrollment changes: If, for example,
enrollment is high, you may choose to plan scue
very structured activities and group the children
into different interest areas. With fewer children,
bOth caregivers and children would be free to carry
on activities in a ruch,more relamsd manner. Dor
planning purposes, it ray he helpful toknowatten-
dance trends. Your director may be able to share-
thisInfammatim with you. In ndlitary child care
centers, bar example, attendance is always high on
payday. t

Here are some tips io help you meet, the chaZZenge of
drop-in-child care:

alle name tags. It helps if caregivers can call each
child :byname whenever pcimible. To encourage
school-age children to leave their name tags on, try
different methods to make these fun and_interesting
for the children to rake themeelveland wear. :You
might let each child-print his or her own nave.
Rubber stanps or stickers rake the name tags oolor-
ful and different.

nay name games. Play a variety of name games so
that caregivers and children can have .funidhile
getting =painted with each other. Sit the chil-
dren in a circle. Give them a ndnute to talk to
the child nearby. Then, in turn,.each child holds
'up the hand of the child to the right and says,
"This is my friend Nda. She likes to skateboard."
Then Mia intrcduces the child to her right.

Rave a pZan for.supervising. As,more children
arrive, another carsgiverWill'be required. It is
goad to have a plan so that all caregivers know
exactly %tat areas or activities they arezto super-
vise.

-43-
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KER K ce THE canDRE11 ,

AS MEC COE AND GO

Achart like the ope shown on the next page tells
you at a glance the number of tb4lIken present.
This way you can keep tradk of both the children .

and the number of caregivers required. It is alSo

important to know the number and names of the
children for emergency evacuationS, fire drills and
storm alerts. This is not the official entry and
exit record. Utually all official records, hpalth
cards, energency pbone numbers and fees charged are
maintained elsewhere in the child care centei.
This chart just makes it easier for the caregiverS
in the school-age area to keep track of those
children in their care. This chart also provides a
source of quick and easy information for Witionai
caregivexs as they arrive or when shifts change.

Name Each child's name is entered on the chart as.,
the child arrives. Other needed information is
recorded quickly., Each name is erasedas the child
leaves.

; I

BLD (breakfast, lunch, dinner) Caregivers can see
at a glance who will be eating breakfast, lunch or
dinner in the center. A check reans.the child will'
eat a center-pxepared neal and an,"S" indicates a
sack meal ficut home.

School If the children-aiiend different schools,
they may leave and arrive at different times. You
will want to ireicate the times on the chart so '

that all departures happen on time and caregivers
know exactly when-to expect all arrivals.

In and Out Record the arrival time in the in
column. Put the expected return time, oftheipar-
ents in the out space.

yo.

"X" (location) The "X" oolumn shows the location
of eadh child who is away from the main school-age
area. Either child or caregiver can change the
chart each time the child moves to a rlqw location.
When parents arrive, they can refer to the Chart
and quickly find.their children.

-44-
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Helm is a sample chart for use in a school-age program. T.tben drop-in care
' is; provided, special care Ls needed to keep track of the children as they

tare and go. You may want to change this chart to suit your center's
.terticular needs. A sunver care program, for exartple, may need a way to
indicate that Saw Childredhave left the center for an activity such
as twinning. 'Ihis miOlt replace thez school attendance colurrn. To show
where the children are, rake up your vim code to use j.n the "X" coluran.
Put the chart cn heavy cardboard and cover with acetate or clear plastic.
'This way yod can write with washable ink or wax pencils and use the chart
again and again.

A SAMPLE max arAn Flirt A scinctr;IGE inzoGRAm

.

Nome B
j.,

L D School _

In
X rks

1 1.S441 Greer / Lams Return 706
6 1130 007YS / .3Z:

2.64 (J lil 440 f-rrnoi
I 7 1/:00 .Datt.A10.4../ ..19

3./C1161 14r1 / .$01,?0 /5-00- " 5..0 000 p
1 1 5

4. titinn4 kane. O7VS".11-130 0)4 ,c2700 P 44 Af, / Aontolo,t4.

5.5onn7 Bi nj)tarn ,./ osoo ioo o7'°300

6.144 ndy K'1 rlj 1/ 07Y5- ISI30 07'noo 1.-**A 11., 4 i h
CA inGf-1r cd A

7-1.12(o'ci nett 'I/ CMS' 143o Olt°, 3 0

CO 3:: i. )4A / / 074i p/30 073,°q00 P
9:Mreia n 4411 P°P(160 L TOY -Fall/1dr

ji. aqe., aro w n , lico L. lo.

11.144101q)Cidron S I 0-e)1400 0°
12 Gleh rt -440(.0 e. q o 0 0 .

.

-
. ,

. "X" (Location) code: 0 = Outdoors; = Library; P = Playroom; F = Fleldtrip
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1
CCKIINICATElemipmurs

You can involve and include parents in your program.

Mast parents are busy with their own lives and jobs

but are concerned that their.childienrare receiving

quality caueldhile-in the center. Fbr this reason,

if informed, they will-support and'makedonations
to your program.- Make it easy for parents to:find

outabout your needs and current projects. Bulletin

boards are a good way to, get the message to parent§.'
Make it easy for parents to drop off donations.
Put outlabeled containers for desired objects near
the door, coat area or parent.bulletin board. Some

useful items might include egg cartons, magazines,
fabric, nails, seedpods or cones. Change the
labels on the containers as yoUr needs change.
This.wayyouwill nat be overwhelmed,with too many
old magazines or unwanted items.

Keep these hints in mind when pLanning and making a
bulletin board for parents:

Find a good spot. 14Cate the bulletin board where
parents will be sure to see it. Put it near the
door-or coat area.

Make it easy to read. Rid-ember that people read

fram left to.right. Plan your messages to begin on
the left and end on the right.

tifake it easy on yourseW. you have to invest
too much time or money in designing and making a
bulletin board, you willbe discouraged fram
making or changing the display. Keep cost and time
involved to a minimut.

Keep it simple. The best bulletin boards contain
one message that is understood at a glance.

Involve the parents. Have a pocket on the bulletin
board for notes that parents can pick up and take
home. These might include a recipe, safety tips,
lists of needed craft materials or good books for
school-age children.

4 6
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14AIG SPECIAL PLANS FOR SURER MGM'S

-When school is in session, the'children spend short
hours in the center. Before school there is not

.Itimel nor are childrenakake enough fora full,
active program. Sane may need breakfast. Some mar
efinish harework. Sothe'may just want to,sit and .

wake up. Sothe will be full of energy and waht to

play. After school there is only time for short '

projects before parents arrive to take their chil-
dren home. There is seldom enou4h time for trips
away.fron.the center. Summer brings long, full
days. Summer child care offers cpportunities not
possible before and after'school. Some of the
advantages are listed below.

The main features ofsummer child care include,:

Opportunities to slow down Sunuer prcgrams are
often more relaxed and slower paced. Fewer children
may attend the center during thesummer. This
allows for more free time and friendship between
children and caregivers.

Am%

Opportunities to develop major projects With more
=time tb spend on one activity, children can do more
elaborate projects dUring the summer. Weeks may be
spent building a clubhouse, making and hanging
curtains, building furniture and then playing there.

Opportunities for swimming and trips In the
summer there is time.for swimming, picnics and field
trips. Field trips can include visits to local
historical sites, parks, factories, farms, concerts
and children's plays.

Opportunities to learn real adult skills Centers
often hire young college students with sRecial
skills during the summer. These young adults often
are eager to share what they krmrsIdth-the school-
age Children. This may include identifying plants,
learning macrame or learning minor bike repairing.

Opportunities for Zong-range projects over thek,

course of a summer children can plantseeds in the .
garden, water the seeds, harvest the produce and
follow up with a 000king project. Summer allows for
projects that spread over a number of days.

1
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PATE YC6R SUKER auto CARE PROGRAM

Below is,a checklist you can use to rate your summer child care
program.

deddt

She children can plan and carry out long-term projsts.

The children have adult help when needed but can carry out projects.
with some degree of independence and privacy.

At tiMes, the children ere left on their own to experience boredom and
--find their own solutions to the "there's nothing to do," problem.

The children have.opportunities to test the liMits of their skills and 4-
strengths in activities that have a small element of risk such as
climbing trees, taking hikes and building fires.

Children can choose to. do real work around the center like painting *or
makingiminor'repairs

The children can find a large variety of games in the center.

*The children 'select games and activities they like, but can ask and
get good suggestions from caregivers as needed.

Caregivers or otheradults are available to show "how to" and teach
interesting skills.

-.-

Activities are offered that use speCial tools, such as woodworklg
and pottery,

4

There are opportunities to leave the center,and explore the installation
with caregivers or to swim, bowl or participate in other activities.

There are Opportunities for field trips to different kinds of places.

There are opportunities to-earn money by doing chores in the community.

'MN, POINTS

Score one point for each item you checked:

9-12 Ytur program probably rates high with children, parents and caregivers.

A
4-8 Congratulations on all the items 1,611 checked. Add to these strengths

by Working to change eny items not checked.

0-3 Nburprogram needs a real boost to make it fUn and wothwhile for
the children: Face the.challenge of changing things with courage.



PLAN A HEALTHY AND SAFE ENVITOMENT

Involve the children in setting safety rules for
the center. School-agechildren likeitolanw the
reasons,for rules. Explainimrcertain rbles
falebt than from possible injury. Children under-
stand that getting hurt is not fun. If a game or
activity is becoming too rough, stop it at once.
Ask the children to talk about what the results
might be if the game continues at that pace. Ybu
can use your experience to help the children
Prevent accidents before they happen. If you see
that a child is overly tired or upset, encourage
the child to leave the game. If several children
seem overheated or tired, get the group to slow
down or play souething else. Suggest a cooperative
or quiet game for over-excited children. This
helps the children redirect their energies and
avoid injuries. fill caregivers should have first
aid training. SAfety manuals should be within eafy
reach for quick reference. The American Red
cross'. Basic First Aid is a reliable manual. A
Sigh OfRelief by M. I. Green haslpictures and
simple steps to-follow for treatifig all kinds of
emergencies.

Here are some health and safety tips:

Supervise the use of tools. Childrerican use
hammers, saws and other tools afer,itthey
know apd follow the rules for ea ics-safe use.
Supervise carefully to ensure tha A-s.are
followed and no one is hurt. Pr

Know and post emergency procedures.Be familiar
with and post emergency procedures for building
evacuations and stonn warnings. Regularly practice
these routines with the children. Post "conuunicable
disease" charts in clear view,oeparents and care-
givers. Caregivers shouldiaxmhovto operate_fire
extinguishers.

Make regular _safety checks. Inspect all play
equipment eadtweek. Look for hazards like loose
bolts and frayed ropes. Remove broken toys. )

Teak about health and safety with the children. It
helps to talk about importmIthealth matters with
these children. This might include the need for .

dressing Properly for the weather, cleanlineSs,
sleep and good food. You can make these into fun
activities by using health checklists or weather
charts to keep track of the outdoor temperature.

-42-
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*USE OPIII AND crosED ssowtGE

Keeping suppliesjand materials in order is necessary.

Piit toys, games and materials that the children
need on cpen shelves and as close to where they

be.used asloossible. Store.extra games and

terials in cloied closets and cupboards. Put

g supplies in locked cabinets. In all

cases, keep related items together in well-marked'

containers. This makes it faster and easier to
find things and keep tradk of what is on hand. The
children should be responsible for keeping the open

shelves inCorder. A. sysbem to mark a place for
everythingnakes it 'easier to keep everything in
its place. .A colored dot on a game, bag or tray is
one way to manage this. The children just match
the dots when putting things away. This system

allows you to rotate materials without having to
change labels, Several Puzzles, for example, can
have an orange dot. Nhen the children are finished
with one puzzle, another with an orange dot can
replace the first.

Plan ways to

Containers
game or toy.
bagi.

arrange and display materials:

Have a separate container for each
These can be trays, boxes, baskets or

Labels Nark the Oelves withVictures, outlines,
labels or colored aots so that the children can
easily see where to return toys. Labels from the

original, package are useful to mark both containers
and shelves to show where things belong.

Coding Color the back side of puzzles with paint'
or a marking pen. Use a color, label, identifying
mark ornumber on all pieces that belOng together.
This makes it'easiek and faster to pick up and put
away games and toys. It reduces the loss of
importantparts.

Hooke ond.pegs Use pegboards and hooks to hang
(-things like scissors, garden and vocodworking
tools, cooking supplies and dress-up clothes.

-50-
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Evenieithout built-in storage you can locate supplies and materials Close

to areas of use. Invent yourAwnsmays to store and transport supplies and
equipment.



4

CHECK YOUR SCHCOL-PGE MANAGEMENT SY9TE4

Uae the checklist below to heZp you Look at and think about how-

your school-age environment-is Managed. Think about ways to

improve the malagement for any itenw which you do not chebk.

Children and caregivers regularly meet to plan the daily, weekly and

nonthly schedyle.

Schedule includes a balance of active and quiet play and large-group,

small-group and private time..

Normal grOups include no more than 20 school-age children.

Regular schedules for routines and activities are poSted in clear

view.

Children have access to and responsibility for materials on open

-shelves.

Materials and supplies are stored as near to the area of use as

possible. .

Labels and containers allow children to keep open shelves in order.

-N

ioCaregivers have closed cupboards or closets for storage.

Stored toys, games,'supplies and equipment are organized and'easy to

find.

Bulletin boards for conyunicating with parents are near the main

entrance.

Parent information, notiCesland decorations-arecbanged regularly.

F011ow-up activities are planned around major events or activities.
Vh

Regular safety cheVcs of areas and equipment are conducted.

Emergency procedures are posted'and first aid manuals are available.

Caregivers and children reTlarly conduct emergency eyacuation drills.

Caregivers and children regularly discuss and review safety and health
rules.

An easy check-in and check-out system-for drop-in care is used.'





*

imp araDREv Int suirisEonz

., you can planthe center ei,nent-te.inflUence-.-
- bola Children_H. feel abalt

itz
10"i-11:Bulletin

, boards; 'charts, decorations and anything -iurround7
ing the-Vhil deserve:I/air careful Attention.

's- .You. can use' thirigs- to helP- children lea= to-
-.' feel positi: y about themselves. A-special sign

-by the-door can say, tanething like; "Today is
. 'siDay." Each childiin turn hai: A day to
put 'his or her name Aere and.haVe the-privilege Of

piCtUres of g faCes. franImagaZines, inount on
raining -doing speCifal chores.- --Cut-

tai,:oaro. and a to strings 'fraa the ceiling.
Caring for pets helps a child to --devg.lops a sense of
risponsibilityiand-a feeling.pf incortance. A
full-length mirror belongs m the center environment.
Caregiveis can make and give out paFer badges or
special notes when a child cbes- satethiig outstand-
ing or shtsws special laildnesS to another. -"Have
places Where the children can safely display their
treasures, hobbies or trinkets. Having a birthday ,

i-- calendar and celebrating birthdays is.another way
.to give each .child special attention. ,

1 it

4,

Here are some ways to help children like themselves:

Mirror portraits Let the children use washable
ink and a: ndrror. gach child draws around her
Ifflege in the mirror to create her own personal
picture:

A set f,portrait Have -each child feel, the outline
of his face. Alla/ plenty of tine fof talking
about and feeling the forehead, eyeii, nose, nouth-

a and chin. Talk abOut shapes, siztv and distance of
, ale feature'-fran another. Then eTch child feels

the face again while drawing a self-portrait-On a
large sheet o

Clown ma eup k.lyIng makeup is fun. It allows
eachild to occerinent with expressing different
felings. lets- the children have fun and be

y while learning7more about thenselves.
-. .

Albums and scrapbooks Children can make .their own .
personal family. albuMA. These might include- photo's,

. drawings and a written history. Suggest a Scrapbook 'Tf
of favorite things. The children can cUt pictures -*
from magazines to illustrate their afavorite food,
hobbies, sports and, pets. They can draw or Write
about what they like to do.

-55-
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SHARE EXPERI¢iCES AND DIFFERENCES

A

,

School-age ch4dren can be quite sensitive to 'differences.
They are sasetinesliuick to juil4e cthers who,dreSs,
taIk or look different. It is inportannto expose
children to a widerange,of differences in a'positive,
natural way. Ilamenter, children must feel.gooa.--,
aboUtthereelves before theecan accept differences
in otters. Children with parents from different
culthres r helay need special p andoupport. Understahd-
ing aduliaNidan shwa child ways io feel.positive
instead of confused brthis cultural mix'. .Children
in the military setting have the opportunity to

. live and grow up Around others with different skin
colors, tabits, customs, food and clothing. They
learn about differences while playing with children
and caregivers from different family backgrounds.

4

Plan carefully to sha're differences with.the
chiZdren in your school-age progrmm:

Share your own differences. If your culture-is
different from that ofany of the children'in the
center, youcan share the songs, foodfend stories
you liked as a child.' ,

Involve real people. Whenever possible invite
parents to share their ultural pasts. A cooking
activity or preplooffiglrnpecial snack is a funeway
to be6in. Parents can taik about customs, cloth-
ing, school and arts and crafts from their own

'.childhood. .

i*
Give honest information. Try to give the most
realistic, honest picture of a culture that you

.can. .C1pose books and pictures carefully There
are many differences within cne Country or culture.
Be careful aboutlhaking general statements about
any culture or group of people.

Plan experiences to teach differences. Spend
periods of time explpring different cultures.

,Surround-the childrenwith objects, pictures,
clothing, music, stories, food and handicraft
projects and let the children decide What they
wnuld like tddo to leain about a culture. The
children can do any number of things, such as
build andel4houses, make pottery in a particular
ityle,-learn and act out stories or songsiand'make
mdsidal instruments. t
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.BRINON PEOPLE' Firt-1 ,W3RLD =site

-
Children look to adults to learn different ways of

behaving. The movre grown-ups that children --can be

arould'the better. !This Ipts'-i,children see many

different things that adult* do-and the different .

ways that they behave.- Praa these eiceriences, ,

children can pick and choose grown7ups to owl{ as

they gw.q toward adul_thxd.therselves. Visitors
add interest and variety:to the environment.. Plan

to invite other people to visit your çexitton
either an occasional'or a regular baks.
director will help,yOu find and invite interesting

guests. 110'egber, successful visithrs know the'

ages - . inttereite of the children in your center.

who have objects or pictures to show or
things for the:children to do are usually the mit
successful. 7

Some people ih4 you might want to add td your

center,,eivironment include: ,

44

.

Men.t;t gime most caregivers ate female, most

t elementary teachers/are female and.Children may
spend mote time with'their mothers thari..,their
fathers, childrenf-like "iale viSitori.^ 44, friendly,

adult male Can be helpful to a chila whose father

is-a.c0.9' on duty. , .

..7, -:
,

, Younger and Older people Whenever.vissible have
children_ yOlungeraii'six or older,than 12 years of

age' spend tipe with your-group: Teenagers can

,.1
. ,A,,,.. - share their handicraft or' dancing swls with.4,ki.

. ,..

.-
sdhool7iage, children. Elderly gen- mid- women, '1;'ie

well,cat babies, 4:eke interesting visitors: : .

e,.,

'1 ..-Pe qr e yl/.1 d 17 erent. 7 ,pbs SChooI=age Children

P like to know 4bout the rea ,w skald. They are

, interested in 'the men. and ''.illo work in the

coggOnity:i They went, v. know about special equip-
nienesuch as Cp:radigk fire eiltinguishers, type,
writers and all, aisortgent of tools. They are!. ,

irifirefighters-; farmers, poets,' ITUSi -,

, .TV and radio personalities and clowhs.
e 4

. .

i
i,o .

"
of '..

Piho were yoUr favorite people 'de a chile khat did they do?

BOW did they speak to you? Did they teach you an important

-skill? Did they share their Love of animals or a hobby with you?
Can you locate interesting, ad:tits who will share their time and

energy with the chi/dren in your center?

.
-57-
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HANDLE' SENSITiVE sizmas WITH CARE

You may serve as a real comfort or souice of infor-
mation to a child who is facing a sensitive problem.
Death, divorce, sex, drugs, alcohol and smoking as
well is physical or sexual abuse are problems for
same children.' Ybu may not have all the answers.
§ometirresill a child needs is an adult'who will
listen. Avoid giving olAnions or information that
inay be in conflict with a family'ireligiouis Pr
personal views. Ifyou must disagree with some,-
thing a dhild says, do so with tact. You can say,
,"Not iveryone beaieves that. When you get older
and have more information, you can decide for
yourself." -Children have changing views of death.
At six, they are aware that,death is final and may
feel personal loss and real grief. At seven, they
haye an interest in the ceremonies surrounding
death and know they will diescmetime. Fram eight

, to ten, they are'interested in the causes of death
and what happens afterwards.

#4.

Here are 80M hints for handling these subjects:

Experiences heZp prepare for,a bigger loss. Talk-
ing about pets that die.or finding and burying a
dead bird can help-prepare children-for larger,
more personal loss:- Talk about the creature's
death and the fact'that it will never oome back to
life. Let the children plan and carry out cerel1,
monies to express their grief. You can help the
children see that the memory of a loved pet lives
on even after death.

Be honest about divorce. Children worry about
being-the cause of a divorce. Help a child under-
stand that she is not to blare for her parent's
separation. Stress that the parents are not
Ziving together. Achdld may fear the losspf love
if,you say that the'parents-db not love one another
anymore. Talk is helidul, but, remember that the
divorce is basically the parents', not the child's
business. A regular routine of satisfying activi-
tieS 'will help the child get ihrough this difficult
time of adjustment.

Books may heZp. There is a list of recommended
books and films to help children deal with death-
and other sensitive subjects on page 119.

, -58 -
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LEiRt4 FEW 70 maw amr ABusE Nam=

Ibuse is using ward; or physical strength in an
-smfair say to thke advantage of another. Abuse may

ketone:of four,kinds - physical, verbal, sexual and
neglect. 'There are some common signs of abuse to
watch for. Apical abuse is the easiest to spot.
Look for bruises and injuries in odd places which
the.child camptegglain. Most victims of physical
abuse are undei the age of six. With school-age
chd.141renlook for more cases of verbal abuse.
'Mete cases are harder to spot, because words don't
leaveyisible, physical scars. But loud, unkind,
belittlimgwards are harmfig to childrvi. Men,
they become quiet and eager to please. They have

a very law opinion of themselves. Agreat deal of
secrecy surrounds the sadect of pexual abuse.
Sexual.1.3ralumed children may exhibit some of the
same signs as neglectedand verbally abused children.
But unless the chil4 talks about it, sexual abuse
is hard to detect. There sada(' are witnesses to
this kind of abuse. Children are afraid to talk

about what has happened. Alert adults must look
for clues in the child's actions and words to .

uncdver thig form of abuse. There are many signs
of neglect, 'A child nay coke to school hungry,'
dirty and tired or wear odd clothing. Parents may
neglect the emotional or medical needs of a child.

Watch for the various signs of abuse and have a
reporting pZan:

Put one person in charge.' The center' director
Adruldmake all formal reports.

inform the staff. All staff - caregiverse.cooks,
janitors and bookkeepers - should be alert to signs
of abuse and know reporting instructions.

Be prbmpt. Reports should be made within 24 hours
of suspected abuse.

Follow correct procedures. Use a prepared form for
reporting to make sure all information is collected
and reoorded.'

Follow up on reports. Caregivers Who report-a case
to the director should follow up 61.1 their reports
to make sure that a formal report has been made and
to learn what action has been taken.

c-
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BE ALERT TO THE SIGM CP NEGLECT AND ABUSE

Caregivers must be alert-to the signs thatmight.
indicate a child is the victim of neglect or abuse.
NO one-sign is proofthat a child is being abused.
'Abused children are likely to show'at least seyeral
of the-reactions below. If you suspect a case of
neglect or abuse, share your concerns with,the cen-
ter director. Caregivers shotild not try to solve
the problems of abuse and neglect. There are ,

serVice agencies outside the center to handle these
cases.

Here are some common Aigns of neglect and dNise.
Fay attention,when

shows a sudden change of behavior.
--

is very obedient or eager to please.

returns to old habits like thumbsucking.

is afraid to try new or difficult tasks.

has dull,.expressionless eyes.

is a real loner, few or no friends.

is often tired, dirty or hungry.

has low energy and poor health.

tells "tall" tales often.

shows angry, destructive behavior.

has bruiseor unexplained marks on body.

needs glasses, dental work or.hearing aid.

talks about countless chores and duties at home.

-is having trouble with schoolwork:

says "1 wish I could live with you."

child, usually a girl, acts too grown-up for her age.

showmsudden physical changes like loss or gain
of appetite.

has a set of aches, pains and complaints.

gives vivid and clear descriptionsof sexual
acts in games and conversations.

5



- CCUSIDER SC Earmai, sEx was AND sizasm

School-age children want to know t the differ-

ences between boys and girls, amlia]men. NOst

will be aware of physical'differences. They will

be most ccncerned with finding out what'are "girl
things" and what are "boy things." They will think
about an% pla,y pretend games in which they act out
adult roles': The center environment can help to
break some of the rigid rules that used to govern
children's play. Spxism is the supporting of
traditional sex roles. These are limiting. If

boys are taught only to be strong and brave, they
may never learnto be giving or,shciwtender,
affectionate feelings. Girls may not be able to
fulflil their talents and skillseif they are -"

limited to only caring and giving Roles. The child
care program can encourage free chbice for all
activities while considering that children often
want and like to play with other's of the same sex.

a

Sex educatiOn If children ask4Tlesticns, give
short, honest answers. Remember; wben discussions'
and activities touch on topics such as sex, care-
givers must know and respect therviews of the
parents, the,cbild care progrmm, the schools and
the community.

Sex roles Each child should haVe a clear sexual
identity. The best way to help children learn this,
is to have both men and women in real life who can
serve as models or examples. Children will copy .

and §row be like the adults around them. They'
also learn about sex roles fram books, TV and
movies.

Sexism Everything in the environment should
support an open attitude toward sex roles: Boys
can cook and sew without being called "sissy," just
as,girls can do woodworking and play active games
without being labeled. *Books give messages, too.
Include those Woks which show girls and women as
bright, stramg and brave. Use books that show boys

0: and men in caring roles. Sone suggested boo-as and
materials are listed on page 115.'
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=ICE }Criq MIES AND FEMALES
APPEAR IN CHILDREN'S BOOKS

You ogn heZp children think about hoq books, comics, TT', fairy

tdles,and stories treat people. Using a checklist liRe the
ona below with them,may fielp. The children should know that
a book or story is how one person, the author, has described
the world. This is not necessarily the way it is or has to be.

fielect a book from your center's bookshelf. Look at it clo'sely and put a

Gheck in the column which best describes the people in this book. Simply

skip the questions which do not apply.

1. Who is the hero or main dharacter of the story?

2. Count the people in the pictures. Are there
more pictures of boys and men or girls and
women?

3. Who are the mean or ugly characters?

4. Who are the quiet, shy or stay-at-honE
characters?

5. Who gets to do the most fun or brave things?

6. Who cries, hits orogets into trouble?

7. Who are the smart or clever characters?

8. What are the weak, helpless or pitiful
. characters?

9. Who are the leaders or problem solvers?

10. Who are the gentle, caring or helpful
characters?

U. What jobs or careers do the adult characters
have?

girls/Women boys/Men

men women

12. What words are,used to describe jobs? firefighter instead of fireman
Zetter carrier instead of mailman
pblice officer instead of policeman.

Now look carefully at the answers to these questions. Are males and females

treated about the same? Talk with the children about the results of the

checklist. Does this book treat people fairly.or unfairly?
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PPEPARE TO HELP acilmer wrm SPECIAL, NEEDS

You must lie preOared'to care for children with

special needs who nay come to your center. Bement-

ler, these ahildren are no different frcca other

children. Tney need a safe environamati4here they

can exercisetheir bodies, use their minds,and,

learn,how to get along with others. The materials

and activities that work with ordinary children
work with special children.. All you have to deid
give some thought to how youwill use these things.
Planning for and making small chanses,in the center

tells bcth a pirticular child and thther children

that you cage about and.accept the

Here are some specific things you can do:

Hearing-impaired Fbr children with a hearing
loss, always-make sute-they can see your lips as

they hear your voice. Use pictures, maps and
written-instructions along with what you say.

Visually-impaired For children who have poor

eyesight, keep the room arrangement basically the
same.. Tape reoord books. Keep pathwaiainside and
outside clear of hazards. Use a heavy, black
narking pen for Writing notes or provide darkly
lined paper on which to write.

Physically disabled For'children with wheelchairs

and crutches, have clear pathways and open spaces.
Include ways to exercise with low chin-up bars.
Use ramps instead of steps. Abox-type swing or a

tire swing is good for severely disabled children.

EMotionany disturbed or over-active Saneness is

important. Prepare the child before moving furni-
ture or,changing the schedule. Use a timer if

something nust be done within a certain period of
time. Wite down and find a special place to post
schedules or directions for a ghild.

Learning disabled Help the child keep belongings
organized. The child needs an assigned coat hook
and cubby. _Help the child find, arrange and'use
only the itens neededito complete one project at a
time. Short, one-sentence directicns are best. A
child can play tape-recorded directions,over as
often as needed while working on a project.
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HELP CHILDREN UNDERSTAND DISABILITIES

Before adults can help children understand and be
tolerant of others with disabilities, adults must
give some thought to their own beliefs. Cur lan-
guage, books, movies and, TV shows do not always shaw

people with disabilities in a-fair, accurate way.
We nuit make sure that we help put a stop to these
falswpictures. People with disabilities don'towant
pity. They want to be accepted as individuals.
Attitudes expressed by language are important. .The

label, a blind person, describes the:whole person.
A better choice of words is a person with a visual
impairment. Likewise, a person with a hearing
impairmeht is preferred to a deaf person. The best
thing you can do is set a positive example'for the
children. What you do will affect the attitUdes of
the children. If you respond warmly and show concern
but not pity for a special child,. so will the chil-
dren. If you dkpect progress and independence, so
will they:'

9

\

Here are some ways to explore.feelings towards
others with disabilities:

Mdke a nlia11 of Fdme." Help the children gather
information, pictures and posters about famous
people with disabilities. The children,can write
and talk about these'people. What role did the
disability play ifi a person's life? What diffi-
culties did a person face? If you met one of these
people, what questions would you ask? Candidates
for the "Hall of Fame" might include Beethoven,
Stevie Wbnder, Franklin D. Rooseveltielen Keller,
Sarah Bernhardt and Ray Charles.

Books and films are useful. Storieb abou dren
with disabilities can be helpful. The bi phy of
Helen Keller is always a favorite with schoo -age
children. Help the children find stories that show
people with disabilities as-positive and productive.
For a list of suggested books and films to use with
ahildren see page 114.

Introduce the new and different. Therapists and
salespeople can introc,uce the aids and appliances
that people wi# is4iljties use. Then the chil-
dren,can see and touc 'wheelchairs, braces and
other aids. Pictures in sales brochures are also
helpful,
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TAKE A LOOK AT Hoy PEOPLE WITH

DISABILITIES ARE PICTURED

4
Here is a checklist you can use with children to help them

learn new waus of thiftking about the stories-#at they read,'

see and hear: This checklist will help you and the children

discover which stories present negative pictures or views of

persons with disabilities. Usethis checkliit to rate books,

comics, TV shows and fairy tales.

1. Is the person with the disability a mein character in

the story. Main characters or heroes are seldom dis-

abled.

2. Do other people in the story show respect instead o

pity for characters with disabilities?

3. Is the character with a disability good, not evil like

Captain Hook or Long John Silver?

4. Is the person with a disability content and happy most

of the time instead of sad and lonely?

5. Is the person with a disability independent instead of

always needing help frau others?

6. Is the person with a disability clever and resourceful

instead of looking stupid like Mr. Magoo?

7. Is the outcome good for the person with a disability?

Characters.with disabilities are often the victim of

violence or an accident.

8. Does the character with a disability feel confidence

instead 6f self-pity most of the time?

9. Is the character with a disability normal in all other

ways? People with disabilities are often shown to have

special strength or power.

Yes No

10. Does the character with a disability have a real part in

the story instead of being just an added detail like a

blind musician in the background?

Score one point fbr each yes answer. A score of fewer than six tells you

that the stbry does not show persons with disabilities in a fair way.

*Adapted from a Handicapism Scale, Barnes, E., Herrigan, C., and

Biklen, D. What's The Difference? Syracuse, NY: Human Policy Press,

1978, p. 64. .
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MDGED-AGE GROUPINGS OMR
ENVIRXMENTS FOR LEARNING

This book describes environments for school-age
children. But do not overlook the advantage of
mixing childreh of different ages in the same
group. To some degree, what is called mixed-age or
cross-ege care may happen already in your center.
First thing in the morning and late in,the day -
those times when attendance is down - many centers
mix the ages of children in one group. In those
centers which separate their drop-in care fram
their full-time child carp programs, often children
of different ages:are cared for in one group in the
drop-in program. At present, most centers group
children by age or skill level for practical reasons.
It appears that more thought and study is needed to"
design equipment, room arrangements, materials,
routines and schedules for use by children of
different ages in the same group. So while this
book describes (environments for school-age children
we do not waneyou to overlook thinking about the
benefits of mixed-age group care for children.

r`

Below are some of the.benefits bf caring for
children of different ages in the same group:

Brothers and sisters,can be together. Cross=age or
mixed-age care permits menteis of the same family
to stay together.

Older children can help.care fbr the younger ones.
The older children can entertain, take care of and
help the younger ones in a number of ways. This
benefits the younger children and caregivers. The
older ones,_benefit from having the opportunity to
help others and feel good as a result.

Oross-age care reduces competition. With children
of different ages, the competition to be-the best,
the fastest or the strongest is reduced. This may
have a long range benefit for the child and society.
Playing with others of different ages helps chil-
dren graw into more caring, thoughtful adults.

r7;



CCOSIDERMLITARY LIFE-STYLES

child care center can be an important family

'and child support serliice. Children in.militarY

families share a particular life-style. Most

children of servicerrember parents live away from

close relatives, move frequently, may be separated

fram a parent on duty, are exposed to a wide range

of cultural differences and may have to face the

death of a parent. The center can reflect the

lives of the children it serv7s. This gives a

feeling of security to the children there. Display

photographs of the children who use the center.
Pictures from the local military newspaper make
good bulletin board displays. Yob andthe children
can talk abdut the adults and the kinds of things

they do while on duty. Talking about and planning
for special problems may help the children adjust
to the special demanys of life within the military

setting. ,

nk ofuuys to heZp t chiZd adjust to change:

Talk about moving. Mewing is a big concern for

school-age children. Adults can help a lot. Let a

child know that 120,is all right to have some fears

and concerns. Try to be positive. Talk about all

the advantages of moving to a new place, seeing nqw

things and meeting new friends. Involve the .

children in letter-writing projects, whenever a
child is moving away. Books may help. "Books for

Kids About Moving," published by the Bekins Company,
suggests 30 books on the subject. The address of
where to send forthis booklet is on page 112.

Watch fbr changes in behavior. A child may be
upset by the return of a parent who has been gone

for a while. The child may be confused, fdeling
hurt'nd anger as much as jo . Andsbehaving or

unusuá1± tearful child nee1& your kindness,
sympathy and understanding.

Career exploration is important. Children should

know and talk about'the military as a life-style.
But it is important that these children learn about
careers not only in the military but also in the
civilian world. School-age children can begin to
learn about ths-wide range of career choices
available to them so that they will be truly open
to choice later in life.
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THINK: ABOUT YCUR OWN ITPCTICES

School-age children are tying their own shoes,
buttoning their'own coats and blowing their.own
noses. They often know exaCtly what games or
activities they want to do at a certain time. They

/ may,choose to draw, paint, organize a club or read
a book. These children are growing more independent
.of adults. They still need and use adults, but in
different ways than younger or older children.
They often-need an adult to step in and Show them
fairways to settle arguments or deal with rule-
)0:makers. They may need new ideas for projecteor
activities. They profit from adult know-how or
expert advice to learn new skills. Children rely a
great deal on adults for guidance, attention and--
appoval. They copy or model the behaviors of the
ad und them. If they hear kind words, they
are more likely to be kind. If they hear harsh
words, they may copy them, as well. In studies of
child care centers, caregivers have been found to
behave in different ways with children. Some!.

qualities promote healthy development more than
others._

Mbst caregiver beljavior includes some of the
following qualities:

Encouraging The caregiver helps children express
their own ideas and adds to their own selection of
activities. The adult also in6anses'the,Chil-
dren's knowledge of social and physical skills,
responsibility and understanding of the world.

Guiang The caregiver helps childien understand.
their world and different ways of doing and seeing
things.

Aestricting The caregiver makes it clear to
children, without shaming them, that t4ere is
freedom b ys within the.rules or limits
which be spected.

Neutral The caregiver tries to give information
/' express an opinion, but does not try to influ-

ence the child,_ The caregiver accepts the child
regardless of behavior or outbursts of'anger.

Which kinds of behavior do you find yoUrself using most? If
you find that you spend most.ofyour time correcting or
restriCting children, you may want to find some new ways to use
the environment so that you can encourage and guide more often.
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USE GAMES WHICH ENODURAGE
COOPEPATICk, Dor ccedpARIsar

Gamis of competition single outwinners and miSice

xxisperisals. Winning nay depend upon size,

speed or strength: Ccaparisons are based on quali-
tiet over which the child has no Control. School-

age children take winning and losing very seriously.

They base their feelings of success,upon their
comparisons with others. They want talc= who is
beet at throwing a ball, running or jumping.
Care.givers can, offset this by showing.the children
fun ways to play and.games that call for cooperation
inatead of competition. Such show children
howto Work,toitsaIo = teach them to
share. These each d partly responsible
far-a successful outcome. When there are ha losers I

orioding s4.des, children can play with no fear of-
failure.. This frees them to really enjoy themr
selves. Since many cooperative games come from
other cultures., children can learn about different
ways of life while having fun. or alist of
su4gestad game books see page ll3.

vit

el

'Encourage cooperative games and discourage unfair
comparisons: .

Rote-playing may het . If name--mllingris a
problem, role-playing may help the-thildren find
other ways of bahaving. Have them form groups of
three or four. Then they develop real or make-
believe incidents, assign roles and plan lines.
Each'small group presents a.skit to the-larger
group. Afterwards, ask the actors, "Iicro did you
feel?" Ask the audience, "What else oould have
been said cr'done?" Have the children reverse
roles in theikit and act it out and talk again.

Play M4k, an Eskimo Laughing game. Muk means
silence. The players sit in a circle. ,One is in
the middle andpoints to another. That child says
"Mbk" and remains silent, without laughing. The
player in the middle makes faces and funny move-
ments to "break the muk.", The player who laughs
gets a funny name and goes to the middle.

.Attow for difPrences. Support 'and help a child
who chooses not to participate in a sport or *
activity. A child may be teased for not wanting to
join a baseball game. Help out with 'a few words,
such as "That's O.K. I'm not so wild about base-
ball myself. Dion and I'll watch."

*
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Use thq-,;ChecktisOstiow-ed see if your schoa-age center envi.
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Abzurrier-free enVirPnment aliCws for wheii:Idhairs, uelkais and:Crutches.
, , . c,

. e4:

xonmint altOws for wid-suppoits difPrences.

= r
Caregiers Make chansia..1.n the'progi-a.m fat:children wl.th spedial

fl
it

ppace and program supports
,"follower"-rolea while:

Nkv

free play so 'children
at play.

< <

rtI5ilities 18i. both "?Joners" and IIJOiners" to7fiaxe are spaces and oppo

can,piactice "leader"

feel.domfortable.
C."

,

CaregiVers are alert to.'4hiidren's ne6ds
as nd onais being hurt;

=1.r

Equipment and opportunities allow for risk-taking and limit-testing.

There are opporiunities, equipment, supplieS and games fpr both active
and vigorous or cal-it and quiet play',

try out behaviors as long

,

All;activities are equally aVailable to boys and

'male caregiverse_volunteers or visitors Provide male models.

i4ala:and female,adultk lead actiilititz and **s'hae duties equally.

Books, pictures, 'activities and caregivers respectdifferent Cultures,
a

Books,=,pictures,, 'activities arid caregivers respect different family
styles.'

Caregivers .4a all adults,in thecenter,kriow,how totletectsigns of
neglect&

=0,.
)

'Thelrogramiincludes grotto discUssions and safeguards "against one
. °child or groUp belittling.anothei.

.4
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°
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UNCIM3STAND VIJR SCEEOL-713E ,CSEIMEN

School-age children need a full and varied program.,

Ihey need challenges and interesting materials,
-.They need daring adults who can listen. These
children have talents and skills,to explore. They

have:persOnalities to develop. They have boundlema

energy to use. They liave creative, new 'ideas to

try. Theyklowwhat they like and can take an
active part in planning a program to match their
interests and skills.

Here
tike:

e SomaJof tha things/school-age childres

Schoot-age children want to choose anddo real

work. This night include caring for animals,
shopping for groceries, painting equipment or
furniture; caking-for younger children or building
a clubhouse.

E

Schok=age children want to practice and show off
their skills. Children like-to be the best at what

theY do. They will practice and learn,the skills
needed to excel in anything from sports to reading
to riding a bike to painting.

Scho6Z-age children Zike cluba. Children love tio

have activities organized as clubs, with rules,
meetingplacets, flags and emblems. Centers can

recognize and seive this need.

Sailoot-age children want_to learn Zeisure activities.
School-age children-like to learn hobbies, individ-
'utal spbrts and creative ways to use their leisure
time. Centers can fill the gap which the schools
may ignore.

it

School-age children want to Zearn about the community.
Make other parts of the installation as much-a part
of the child care\environment as possible. This
can include field trips and recreation like bowling
or awimming. It is also a great benefit to the
children if they can safely walk to and from these
-various activities.

What did you like to' do as a child? Can you remember th se things

you did,which had a reaZ purpose? Did you deliver newsp ers or

cut lawns to save money for a bike? Did you and friends organize ,

a carnival or put on a puppet show to earn money? These kinds

of activities ard important to school-age children. Try to

find ways to include them in your program.
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EN3.1 Istin 70 EXPECT FFCM SaiCOLAGE aarprom

-hbet children go through similar stages yeeno two are exactly aZike.
gevelopment varies from chiZd to chiZd. So it is helpfia to know what
.to expect at each age. Then you can plan programa that euit the inter-
...este and abilities of the children. Also, you can keep a close watch
on each child's development.

You might expect to see sane of the items listed below when a child is

SIX: -

takes pride in beginning "real" school --

growth is slow and steady, beginning to lose baby teeth

--.4ikes to be active - running, jumping, *ipping,hopping and climbing

kefers friends of the same sex; changes playmates often

likes make-believe and_pretend play A

likes jokes, rhymes, name-calling and experimenting with "bad" words

quick to protest when others cheat

SEVEN:

may b-e quieter at age six

likes to run errands and help with others

interested in difference between sexes and where babies come from

grbwth is still slow and, steady

plays in larger groups of children than at six

likes to play in secret hideaways out of sight of adults

thinks and talks about'feelings

'is concerned about right and wrong and good and bad

EIGNT:

likes real conversations with adults

will test limits of adults.

very fearful of failing

likes games that use small muscles like jacks, hitting a target

likes active sports like,riding a bike.and roller skating

wants real inf.ormation about the world

friends- are very important

-74-
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NEE:

TEN:

friends are very important, likes clubs *
budgetstime, works on long projects

likes crafts, sewing, knitting,,wrking With tools

likes collections and organized,gares with well-delined rules

likes to read books'and look at magazines

may be,pesty and have many little fears or worries

happy, well-organized and values privacy

likes to join clubs, forrn groups; needs a "best friend"

may copy friends, TV star, sports hero or popular singer

wants,to be good in sports; teams are inportant ,

can plan ahead.for field trips and projects

can see other points of view

ELEVEN:

girls begin to matrue-sexually (on the average, menstruation begins

at 11-1/ years of age)

belonging to a group very important

familyi economic or race differences can be of concern

girls fall biehind in physical strength and endurance ,

emotional and body changes may lead to temper outbursts

can be very outspoken or rude at times

TWELVE:

beginning of growth spurt; physical, sexual changes begin for boys

thinking is.becoming more adultlike

conflict of feeling too old for some things and too young for others

wants more independehce, to choose own friends, clothes, TV shows

easily embarrassed, wants more privacy than before

interest in opposite sex begins

-75-
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KEEP TRAerOF SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN'S DEVELOPMENT

By age six roost lags in growth 'and development will
have been detected. .Yet some problems, especially
those related to hearing or seeing, rail/still be
Undetected. So it is important that caregivers
watch each child carefully for possible problems.
Children grow at different rates. Be-Cause a child
cannot do just one thing that is normal for a
particular age is no cause for alarm. A child just
may need more time and practice to develop a
Skill With school-age children, problems related
to behavior and school will occur most often.
Inform your direCtor if you observe a child who
shows.signs of having difficulty seeing or hearing.'
Watch for children wbo have behavior problems or
have difficulty performing a number of the usual
skills.

4t.

Be alert for any signs that might indicate a
pràblem wit1z development':

Hearing impairment- Watch for a child who does not
corm when called by name to snack or a favorite
activity. Watch for the child who is not surprised
by or does not turn tqward a loud or Unusual sound.
In some cases, children whO have been labeled load"

..because they didn't come-Mien called have been
found to havea hearing loss.

Vision impairment Look for a child Who tilts h-pr:
head forward, holds books and toys clOse to the
eyes, squints or rubs her eyes often. A school-age
child may complain of headaches or fuzzy vision.

1'

OveraCtive behavior The overactive child is more
than just full of the normal high level of pnergy
of children during this age period. The truly
overactive,child moves without thought and purpose
and is,not successful in his work.

Destructive behavior A child may fight, be a
bully,,lie, cheat or demand attention in many ways.
This may-reault from a child who has not had the
opportunities to develop appropriate behavior. Or
it may indicate the child is living-with too much
stress. A divorce or other problem may be too much
for,the child. In either case, the child needs
help,suitable to the specialproblem.
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BREAK slams AND(INFOFMTION INIO St4ALL PARE'S

Withschool-age children you usually can use direc-

tions that involve more than one step at a time. A
child should have no trouble if you say, "After you
hang up your coat, you'may put on your apron and
begin painting." A. younger child or a child who is
developing slowly requires just one direction at a
time. In such a case, give simple steps one at a
time. -You night say, "Bing up your coat." (paw(?)

. "Put on your apron." (pause) "Get a paintbrush."
_(pause) linw you are ready to paint." The way to
break a task into small parts is to perform the
task yourself or watch someone else. Then look for
each different step. You may have.to repeat the
process,several tines before you can decide exactly
upon each separate task. It is ea#er for all
children to learn new information if you present it
in small parts or steps. This way you show or
teach only one thing at a time. The key is to
change or modify directions to,suit the needs of
different children.

,)

,Below are steps for demonstrating a cooking proj-
ect. Most.schoot-age children would benefit from
this combination of action and words:

List the materials. Begin by showing all the
spoons, bowls and equipment. Pick up each item as
you talk about it. Give all important information,
pointing out such things as the 1/2 mark on the
yeasuring cup. Pgint to and name all the ingredients.

--Demonstrate in steps. Tilk about what you are
doing as You follow the recipe one step at a time.
Tell haw to measure or scrape a cup clean. Mike
sure you incluae each little detail Theadidren
.will learh by watching and listening.

Shot:, the finished product. Let the children see or
even touch or taste the final product. Then they
know what outcome to expect when they mike the

Quickly review the main pointi;. Give a fast -
summary of the main points.of yoUr demonstration.

Ask for-questions. By this time the children
to

wil4.)

be eager try tlieir own hands at making the
recipe. Give them a chance to ask questions about
important points they need to'know.
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nmaBLE GAMES AND Acriviarms

Children want.to pl4 games that test and improirtr-
their thinking and physical skills. These might
include any number of games from checkers to ping
pong. Children like to learn the rules and skills
necessary for a variety of structured games.
School-age children like topaay active games like
kickball and football They like quiet games-with
small pieces that require control of small muscles.
These i101ude jacks, mglibles,,pick-up sticks and.
tiddley winks. They.liR5 games of strategy like
checkers and chess. They like card games, such as
"Concentration," "Go Fish" and "Old N.W.d."_. At
times, caregivers.might want to.introduce new games
or activities with less structure and fewer rules.

tOf

School-age chiZdren Zike games and activities
.which:

a

Allow for several different kinds of foarticipation.
Some may draw a large mural; others may paint and
fill in the background color.

Allow for different levels of skiZZ. Some may
shoot baskets while others practice dribbling.

Allow fbr different lengths of time. Some may
spend just a few minutes putting together a puzzle
while others stay much longer.

Allow for growth and learning. Children like a
little challenge. They like activities that invole
a few new steps, ideas or skills.

Provide for enjoyment and success. Children feel
defeated by activities which are too difficult.
They'get no satisfaction fram those that are too
easy. .

Make it easy to come and go. In centers which
provide drop-in care, activities that are easy to
enter and leave at any time are best.

What did you like to do most as a child? Did you lik to play
baZZ, colZect stamps or buiZd things with wood? Car givers
who Ziked to cook or garden, for example, can share hese
activities with the children in fun, enthusiastic ways.
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MAKE GRAN-UP WORK A 124, OF CH/T.DREN' S PLAY

Play, projects and activities will take up.most of
the children's time while they are in the center.
However, they will enjoy and benefit from learning
about and doing grown-up activities. Although they

may be doing real work, it shouid be fun or some-
thing they want or choose to do. The opportunities
for children to participate in various activities
will vary fram center to center and summer to
-winter." The key ig-for children to be able to find"
meaningful, fun ways to help with shopping, garden-
ing and making minor repairs.

Here are some ways that children can work around
the center:

Have the children conduct safety checks. Children
can use a safety checklist in your school-age area.
Show them how to inspect toys', equipment and the
environment for safety hazards. A clipboard and
inspector'S badge add an air of rtance to this
chore. This will be a pop activity so let
different children conduct the inspection each
week. Mbst children will take this responsibility
seriously, but caregivers 'rust still make their
assigned inspections of the environment.

Encourage cross-age contacts. There are different
ways school-age children can have meaningful con-
tacts with younger children in the center. Sone
children will enjoy putting together a traveling
show. They can make up and present puppet shows
for the younger children. They can share their .

singing and dancing skills orm poetry and
rhymes or read books.

Turn routines into special events. School-age
child*, of course, should help with all the
routines around the center. Routines are more fun
when approached in new and different ways. Suggest
that they sweep or wipe the table to music, Let
them turn snack time into party time. Children can
turn popcorn and juice-into a special event with
inflated balloons, special placemats and circus
name cards.
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PRACTICE PF0HLt4-SOLI/IN3 WI73.1 E Ciamm c.

7Wo creative ways to solve problems are brainstorm-
ing and changing things.-: TO brainstorm, one person
or a group lists all ideas as.fast as possible.
List everything. All ideas'are accepted equally.
JUdgment is withheld. After,a list is complete,
then you and the children can deride which ideas you
like most =which will work best. Once the chil-
dren know how to brainstorm, it is a good tool to
use to help solve minor problems. For example, you
can help two childrenwhO are fighting and name-
calling. Stop the fight. Then ask the children
ihvolved-and others nearby to suggest other ways
these two could settle their differences. Changing
things is very much like brainstorming. This
involves thinking of changes, large or small,.144ch
would improve 4 familiar object or event. If an
idea seems really "wile to you, ask a few questions.
Then you may better see what the child was thinking
and the idea may make more sense to you. Have fun
getting the children to talk and think about changing
things. Ask the children to list or draw changes
for activity areas, the play yard, reading corner or
private spaces.

"7-`-
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00000
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0 0 000

Brainstorning Find a familiar object to use,,such
as a spolable knife, bar of soap, shovel or
pencil. timer for five minutes. The chil-
dren call out or write down possible uses for the
object you are holding. Remember, you or a child,
cannot label any'idea as good or bad. A sound or
look that judges an idea is not permitted.

Changing things #1 Give each child a sheet of
paper containing circles or squares. Use directions
similar to thesel In five minutes, see how many
objects you can make. Add linea inside, outside or
both inside and outside. Try to think of things no
one else will.

Changing things #2 Give each child a piece of
paper which contains a few linds. Use the number
of directions to suit your children. (1) Draw a
picture: (2) Add a title., (3) Write a story.

Chahging things #3' Use a,picture of a common
object. Give directions, such as these: Add to
this picture of a toy dog. Draw, tell or list
clever or unusual changes. Don't worry'about how
much it will cost, just so it will be more An to
play with.
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atOURAGE CREATIVE TEINKINd

Children often have unusual, creative thoughts.
Caregivers can encourage this if they look for,
accept and reward more-than one solution or answer
to a question. Some questions have only one answer.
"What is that plant in the play yard with leaves, L.

bark, branches and. trunk?" A child recalls informa-
tiOn, a label, name or past event to answer.
Guestions of fact have their place. We all need to
know certain things. cdestions that can have more
than one answer encourage creative thinking. Such
questions might include, "Hcmr do we use trees?"
"What.other creatures usa trees'and how?" "How
many kinds of trees are there?" "Haw are trees
different from other plants?" Caregivers can
encourage creative thinking by the questions they
ask and the answers they accept. A child who
enjoys finding more than one way of looking at
things will have this skill for life.

e

15ractic4 asking questions that can be answered in
more than one way.

Ask questions that encourage imagination. Have a
small group of children tell a story which you or
they can write or tape record. Ask questions that
wdll lead the children to think of original answers.
If the children needhelp getting started, ask,
"What's the story going to be about?" To help the
children along, say things such as, "Then what
happened?" "Then what did they do?"

Solve problems more than one way. Whenever possible
ask-the children to solve their own problems.

----Always give them enough time to think of their own
. Ask for more than one solution to problems,

such às, "We are out of glue, what can we do?"
"Jamie is feeling sad today. How can we cheer him
up? II

Find more than one use for things. children often
find more than one use for a thing as a natural
part:of their Eilay. P. pencil can'stir paints or be
a magic wand for a child practicing magic. Care-
givers can help children by allowing different uses
of things, as long as they are harmless. Adults
can reward new ideas with words of praise. "That
matchbox makes a good garage for your car."

9
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DEVELOP CHILDREN'S TALENTS

1 School-age children will work hard at learning to
play an instrument. Some will even teach themselves
to play if given an instrument and a "how-to-play-
it" book. These children want to play real instru-
ments to practice their skills or make up their own
songs. They also want moire than paste, tempera
paints and glue for art experiences. They want to
learn how to usethe potteekwheel, oil paints and
water colors. Quality_tools, equipment and instru- .°

ments are expensiNe. Adults must have know-haw and
real skills they can share. It ray not be easy,
but the center should do everything possible to
provide real oppOrtunitiet'for creative expression.

te-

Here are Some ways to encourage the development 6f
children's creative talents:

Seek expert heZp. Parents, college and high sehool
students and professional artists can make exciting
visitors. They can inspire the children as they
play musical instruments or display'their talents
in drawing, painting, pottery or poetry. They can-
share their talents and show the children some
special, specific skills. Arrange for children's
lessons or sessions with other baSe facilities such
as the ceramic thop and arts and crafts center.

Set aside a music room. School-age children like
to experiment'with and practice playing musical
instruments. This can happen best in a special or
separate room. Apiano, guitar, recorders and
drums are good instruments. The children will ,

enjoy a wide range of music if it is made available
on cassette tapes.

Plan a center pubZication. Encourage those who
like to write and draw. Let them plan and publish
a center newspaper or magazine. Suggest a variety
Of features. These might include a "just-for-fun
section" with jokes and cartoons, news of children
who are moving and biographies of "the helperlof
the week."

Surround the children with good examples. You di"e=
often borrow art prints from public librarisS Use
these along with books, records and tapes to
introduce your children to great accomplishmentt in
art, architecture and music.

-82 -
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USE MIZCW-UP ACTIVITIES WM

It is a good,:idea'to have a variet34of activities.
But themore YouIcan use a theme =develop f011ow-
up activities the more nse the program will make
-to the children and theIr parents. The value of a
follow-up activity,is,that it helps to reinforce
the purpose of an event. While the children are.
drawing a picture or making ,a mural about a special
event or field trip they have the opportunity to'
think About the details again. They can talk About
what they saw, or did. They can ask questions to
get a clearer understanding. Work to-find a
variety of follow-up activities. The children will'
soon,tire of drawing a picture and writing a story
after every activity. Be willing to aQce-pt different
levels of participation in follow-4 adeivities.
Someffiildren will be more enthusiastic about sone
projects and activities than othert.

be

Some suggested follow-up activities to get you
started thinking on your own:

Adke model scenes. After a field trip to get
acquainted with the neighborhood, let the children
have small boxes, cardboard and colored construction
paper. On a table.or large board, they can con-
struct a model, inclmling buildings, roads, parks
and main landmarks.

Use fiowep and plants. A good follow-up activity
for walk is to press flowers and plants.
found along the way. This can be a simple project
which includes just labeling with the common names.
It may grow to include botanical names, line
drawings of blossom and leaf shapes, vein patterns
and related information. Use leaves to make
rubbings. Place the leaf vein side up under a
piece of paper. Pub with the side of a crayon.
The results are dramatic.

Rave art projects. Use yourAcenter aquarium or a
trip to a local aquarium as the focus for an-art
project. The children select different fidh,
snails or water plants to copy. Each child makes
two of the chosen itek The child paints colors
or decorates the two pieces. Then they are stapled
together and_stuffed with newspaper. Attach
strings and hang.these from the ceiling.

L.
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CHECK DEVELOPMENT BAATCHING CHILDFEN AT PlAY

below is a checklist to.44, you obierve chileken at /gay.
Watching children at Plod may heZp you learn niore about, check
the development of, or understand a particular child. ,Then,you

44 can heZp each child's growth according to his or her interests
and neede.

,

Does the child choose one particular activity more often than_othgge?

Is there a theme to the child's pretendiaay, artwork andelother
n

activities which might reveal a special interest or !,N;...1.em?
...

During pretend play, what part does the child take - a weakyor strong
character, a leader or a follower?

Does the child like to play alone, watch others or play with others?

Does the child always choose to play with the same children?

Is it easy for the child to join a group and how is.the child accepted?

Must the child always have her way or does she give in at times?

Is the child usually a follower or aleider?

Does the chiid like to be with adults more than with children?

Is the child often involved in fights? Is there a common cause? e

Is it hard Bor a childto get started in an activity or stay with it?

Is the Child willing to try new things?

Does-the child think of new and different ways to do things or copy
°tilers?

Is each child responsible for cleaning up and putting away toys and'
equipment?

Does the child run,and jump and use large muscles with'ease and control?

Does the child choose or avoid sewing, crafts,,jacks or any other
games or activities that require controlled use of the small muscles
of the fingers.and hafids? .

Does the child talk to himself and other children with ease while
playing?

*Adapted frail Cliatt, Mary JO Plickett, "Play: The Window Into A
Child's Life," Childhood Education, Vol. 56, No..4, Mar& 1980, pp. 218-220..
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HELP CHILDREN ENPRESS THEMSELVES-
!.

Some children like to paint ox-Use clay or write

'toms more than others. Childrpften go through

stages. Theywill'spend every podsible moment

drawing-or making up.songs, whatever is of current

interest: The center environment should.allow for
all the different interests within a group and the
changing interests of a single child. Give Children

some:choice in how they use the various materials. '
Keep in mind the important thing is thatChildren.

have opportunities to express,themeelves. Fifteen
chi/dren are not expressing theme/yes wben they

copy a caregiresirodel and make 15-lownies that

.look alike..

-

Here are'same ways to help.sc)iool-age chiZdren
exeress-their ideas and feelings freely:

With music and,moVement Iet-themt make up,their

..own:songs, and dances. This happens.best wtlen
-ever9dhe participates and.there is, ho audience.

o

With ca7t -Plan different kinds of participation
Pravide' structure:and teadh basic skills -and how
t6=use tools, mateiials and equip-rent,. Then. Allow

for free choice. ',Let the Children, dream up, plan,
andicarry,but.*:their own art projects.,.-

. With )3toratelling hearn some *ries or make up
your min to-tell to the children. Elqcourage the
.children to,tell stories. Begin a story and,let
than5 finish it. Hakte a small group sit together
and take turns telling a faMiliar story or one.

. they make up aithey go Along.

v.
With.puppetä SChopl-eage.children like.to make
and use theii,pwn-puppets. blost children will
"Act out" theiiAleelings with a' puppet while not
.always Able%tol.taik-about them.

Wi'th creative draiha Most-childrenjoy planning
and-acting out Skits. Feelings are more.easily
expredsed when everyone-is involved #16.1..kridually

orin Small gioups and.no oneis watching.

r
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MAKE AND USE PROJECT BOXES TO ADD 1NTERE5T-

Project boxes can be a great help on those days
wten the children come to you and.say, "We don't
know what to do today." Plan and make a set of ,

boxes and iabelch according to its contents. .

The boxes give children fresh supplies and
materials and suggest a theme for their use. Once
the childr4n are finished with aparticular box,
put it back into storage. Project.boxes are more
interestingWhen they present materials or ideas -

that are somewhat out of th6 ordinary

4;

Here are some suggestions fbr project boxes:

Storekeeping Collect empty food-boxes, tans,
play money, pencils and paper. The children can
set up a pretend store, shop>, add priCes and

, the like.

Circus days Store together clown makeup, scarves,
hats and a variety of props. The children can

vi' make.w.,"dretrla-siad make believe cirtUs days.
;

Make and shape it Put together a recipe and the
ingredients for play dough. Following a recipe

-and making the play dough may be more fun for
school-age children than actually shaping things .
out of the dough. In this case they can donate
their end products to the younger children in the_
center.

As,
tf4.,

^ 4

,4..1 t
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A costume box Gather all kinds of paper bags,
fabric staps, marking pens, yarn, .tape and other
beautiful bits of junk you can find. Write oUt a
few.simple dlrections, such as the following: You
'are to make a shirt, dress, pants or some article

4 of cVothing that tells how you feel, shows your
favorite color or tens what yoU want to be when
yau grow up. After you have finished your costume,
show and talk about your costume with your friends.

A sign'kit Cut words with large print fram
magazines and newspapers. et a set of rubber
letteAstamps and an ink pad. Include a supplyof
surplus cardboard. The directions for this bax can
ask the children to make signs that are needed
around the center or make up funny slogans.

83
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MATERCAIS AVAILABLE

'School-age children enjoy different kinds.of partici-
pation.in arts and crafts at different times. Some-

, timesethey are eager to learn a new skill. They want
expert instruction sothey can learn how to do some-
thing, such as basketweaving or painting with water
colors. They also 1ie free use of a variety of
materials. This allOws thep to add their own touch
to an ongoing-project or neke their own original
creations. If you keep a collection of craft books
.in the room, children often find and do projects
on their own. Tape,different suggestions or
directions for new projects on the mall near the
art supplies. Make cardboard trays folansporting
items, especilly anything that spills, like glue
or paint. Eeep paper scraps in a box. %hen a
small piece is needed, children will not have to
use a whole piece.

e

i"

Some materials that
a use for include:

SMall wooden stickg

toothpicks
yarn
string
pipe cleaners
Crayons,
chalk
scissors
hole puncher
stagler
tape
paste
glue
paper plates
surplus fomm trays, -disheS
seper SCraps
assorted.fabrics
glitter
egg.cartons

9 milk cartons
buttons
pylon stockings,

school-age children will find

- 789-

ping pong balls
wire
plas-N bottles and

contairier4
zippers
empty spools
nails and screws
nuts and bolts
'socks, mittens, gloves'
adhesive paper scraps
'greeting cards
magazines
nedspapers

" shoe boxes
coffee cans
aluminum cans
ribbons
carpet scraps
calendars
sponges
hinges
wall paper
match boxes

7
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PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES TO LEARN SKILLS

Caregivers must know or learn a few skills that they
can share with school-age children. Those favorite
projects of"your youth at home, in school, scouting or
4-H often are good ones to share with the children in
-your care. You will find pictures and directions in
craft books and children's 'magazines. Take adult
avening craft-courses. You can simpiify and share
what you learn with your children.

ro'

. Here are some specific skiZZs that school-age,
children enjoy Zearning:

knitting hand-construction with clay

crocheting' using a potter's whael

embroidery making kites

stitchery lacing leather

sewing tooling leather

gpool kniting using woodworking tools

braidini carving "soap" stone

weaving 4. wcod cari/ing

tie-dying paperfolding
7

. batiking block printing
7

basketweaving rug hooking

mactame photography

knot tying.

Did you develop any special talents or skills.as a child?
-Then you know how important it is for a child to find the
satisfaction of working hard'practicing or repeating some-
thing to seek perfection. The child care cneter can provide
important opportunities for developing talents and reaZ skills
in depth. .%These might include gymnastics, crafts or music.



ICOg FOR NEVI AND Dimti A ACTIliTTIES

Schooi-age children like new and different approaches
tki att. You can help.children find and try a
variety of methods. Children will want to return
tO:and repeat some activities, but they do enjoy
trying new ideas. Search through ari's and crafts

-books,-get suggestions from camp leaders and ichool
teachers, dreamup ideas of your own or let the
children try out their own ideas.

.

Here are some ways to*add interest and variety to
painting:

Sidewalk art Fill a muffin tin with water. Add
different food colors to each cup. With a brush,
the children can paint a sidewalk. The next rain
shower or a hose will easily wash away the paint.

Painting cookies Beat an egg yolk and 1/4 tea-
spoon water with a fork. Divide into two or three
small cups. Add drops of food color. Use &all,
clean brushes to paint cookie dough cutouts. When.
baked,"the cookies will be colorfuf and safe to
eat.

Painting-with crayons The children drrange 'crayon
'shavings between two sheets of wax paper. Pressing

with 'an iron will melt the shavin and stick the
two sheets together..

"Quick draw".painting Fill squirt gunsyith-
thinned, water-based Paint, .1Let the children paint
murals using only squjst gun splashes. , 11

Sand painting /Put white sand and tempera powder
paint into paper'bags and shake. Use this colored
sand'to make sand paintings. Have,the children
draw desilhs on heavy paper or cardboard. Then

'they cover their drawings one section at a time
vith white glue. ,They choose one color to sprinkle
on that section'. Then they 'shake off any sand
which does not stick to the glue. They repeat this
procedure until all areas are covered with diffierent
colors.'

Body painting On' aigamn summer's day, let the
children wear bathing'suits and experience the fun
of,decoratinetheir todies with stage or-cloWp make-
up. Have tubs of soapy water nearbY.

-91-
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USE NATURE 311 CREATIVE WAYS '10 TEACH .ABEC

You can use ,nature to, teadh art in creative ways.
Nature kas color and design that inspires'us to (

draw, paint add create. The colors of nature make
dyes and paints. Natural objects are beamtiful and
interesting in weai)ings and Collages. Take the
children into natural settings as often as possible
and see what happens.

.7'm these ideas and dream up some ofyour own to
use nature to teach art:

Vse natural materials. Give each child one sheet'
.of paper. Take them to an area with trees, plants
and flowert. Ask them to pick an object or 'scene
they like. Then they are to use whatever natural
supplies-they can find. Grass makes a green caor
and dandelions make yellow. Charcoal can be found

.......- in soMe locations.

Weave with natural objects. Make a weavingJboard
with natural woorand cardboard. Wrap the yarn

E
around the cardboard make a loom.' Have the
children find and,wea .iri natural objects. 'These
might includeueeds, rn husks, .twigs and feathers.

..

Mke a collage. ratural, items, such as.twigs,
leaves, weeds, pebbles, seashells and-sand, make
pleasing collages. Glue objects to cardboard or
stick'them into a flourdough background.

Make natural hangings. Have the children collect
natural, flat objects such as leayes, weeds and
blossoms. Arrange these into a scene or design
between two sheets of wax paper. Use a warm iron
to.attach tile two sheets. Add a stridg and bang
'from the ceiling.

Build natural sculptures. Natural sculptures are
easy and.fun to make. Have the children collect
small chunkt of wood, rocks and thells. .Provide
some glue sothey can build spulp.tures of all
kinds, shapes and sizes.

Arrange twigs, flowers or weeds.
children to try their hands at
plants, weeds or branches in con
sizes and shapes.

,

Encourage.the
ging different
ers of different
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HAVE RV .W1TS PUPPETS

Making and Using puppets is fUn.. zit also gives
children.an-oPportunity to be creative and learn
different things. -Children can make a wide variety
of puppets with just.a few suggestions fran books
or caregivers: Children can make puppets from
paper lunch saCks. These canbe simple or elaborate
and made with crayons, madcingpens, colored paper,
yarn or fabric. Children can make their own hand
puppets from felt or a variety of fabrics. They
can glue or sew these together: Beloware sore
other kinds of puppets. After making puppets, most
childvaludll want to perbarmwith them. Ibis can
be a simple, informal fun time with no need for a
stage or props. Children like to hide behind a
shelf, upturned table or curtains draped Over a
broomstick. School-age children enjoy making
puppet theaters fram cardboard bOxes. Caregivers,
parentt or volunteers can make sturdier, longer-
lasting puppet theaters fram appliance or furniture
crates.

Here are a.few simple; fun puppets:

Tissue puppets Once children learn about tissue
ghosts the problem will be to keep them fram using
all the paper tissues in sight. Begin with about
fOur ootton balls or a wad of tissues. Wrap a
tissue around this ball. Use a rubber band to form
a head and hold the tissue in place. Draw eyes,
nose and mouth withla felt,tip pen.

Finger puppets Nake small puppets for one or all
fingers. Use 'construction paper to make cylinders
or cones. Decorate with felt-tip marking pens,
yarn or paint. Use cardboard tubes to make the,
base.for animal or people puppets.

Thumb and fist puppets You may have seen TV
comics entertain using this simple puppet. Form
one band'into a fist. With a ball-Toint pen or
,felt-tip pen drawreyes, nose and upper lip below

' the knuckle of the index finger. Draw the lower
lip on the thumb. With practice, the puppet talks
as the.thumb Moves up and down.

Sock puppets Slip a''sock over a hand. Put the
thumb in the heel.and fingers in the toe to form
the.puppet's mouth. Decide where to sew or glue

nose, mouth or hair. Decorate with felt
or yarn.

-93-
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MA10E CREATIVE DRAMA A RDGULAR
PAM OF YOUR 'PFOGRAM

Creative drama is not putting on a play for an
audience. It is putting ideas and feelings.into
physical action. Creitive drama is not to enter-
tain but to help children understand and experience
events and feelings usingfew or no words to express
themselves. A space and tire for creative drama
allowslor trying out different ways of feeling,
moving and acting withbut fear of being judged
wrongor silly. Creative drama encourages and,
rewards imaginationand feeling - qwlities adults
often neglect in favor of mefital achievements.
Creative drama is cooperative, not competitive.
Children work together for a successful outcome.
Creative drama is child's play. Caregivers oan
learn to relax with a group of children and lead
them through fun( sometimes.exciting, creative
drama experiences.

o.

Follow these suggestions for creative drama:

Warming up is first. Alwayehave a short warmrup
time. Try stretching and relaxation games. The
children can pretend to be melting ice cream cones.
They slowly sink,to the floor and lie there in a
quiet puddle. They can be ileeping giants who wake
up and stretch without making a sound. Experiment.
Find what works best with the children.

Using a signal helps. Use a signal such as a loud
bang on a drum or tambourine. Expect the children
to freeze and wait for directions when they hear
that sound. This makes it easier to change the
pace. Fbr example, if the children are being
silly, you can help them. Oneiway is to stop them
and ask them to do the same thing again, but in
slow notion.

a

Acting aZone is easiot. Tell a story or read a
poem while each child goes through the actionA

lir°

Suggested. Ask to pretend they are puppets.\
They can act out n actkivities like brushing
teeth, putting on hoes or eating an ice cream
cone. Have them act out feelings.

1
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INCIDDE MDVEMEN'T ACTIVITIES

Mbvement and creative drama have a lot in common.
So don't worry about keeping the two activities
separate. There should be lots of drama in move-
ment and lots of movement in drama. Movement
activities are good becaus"he children must
concentrate on how to use and move their bodies.
This helps them to learn abouttheir bodies, minds
and feelings. Sound will accompany most movement
actiVities. Phythms for moving may come from
snapping fingers, clapping hands or tapping feet.
Caregivers and children can use tambourines, drums,
pianos, guitars or autoharps. With records and
tapes there are endless choices for setting a
variety of tempos or moods. Plan for differint
kinds of.movement activiti4s. Use some activities
thit follow definite patterns for moving, suCh as
folk dancing, rope junping.and clapping games.
Also includeactivities 66, that the children feel
free to invent their own movements.

H re are some ways to encourage creative movement:

Help the children get ready to mov6: A short
period to relax and to develop concentration is
needed before beginning. Try this. Have each
child find a spot on the floor.. They are puppets.
Each child relaxes and waits for you before moving.
You pull an imaginary string to lift an arm, a head
or a leg. Point to.different parts of the body for
fun and a challenge. Try to find a variety of
warm-up games or make up your own.

Providg-different ideasto suggest movements. To
get the children tO use their bodies,'Irm might
Suggest scaething such as, "Catch that moscaldto'
flying around you." (sm.%) "He's on your shoulder "
(panlim) "He's on your left toe." (pause) "He'p on
your right ear." Have the children blow pretend
b es and catch.them. They can be cats chasing
mice. 'The children cad help you dream up new
suggesticcs.

Add props fbr fun. orfeathers, balloons; scarves,

hoops or balls to movemeneactivities. Let the
children see how long they can keep feathers in the
air by blowing on them. Put on a record and ask
them to hit balloons while keeping the beat of the
music. Play some dramatic music and let them have
scarves or hoops to add to the dances which they
invent. ,
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MAKE MUSIC FUN FM ALL

Mhisic belongs In the-center program. In the last
chapter we talked about providing real music eiTeri-... :

ences for those children wi a strong interest and
skills in this area. Your center may not be able. '

to.afford a,separate music roormand quality instruments:1
You still can make mimic an important part4of
environment. A oollection of tapes,and records,,j;
will allow the children to pick and choose.',4 variety
of natio. Seleceradio stations that pladifferent
kinds of music. Avoid using_music for background. -
After a while everyoA6 will just "tune outthe
sounds. Find parents, students and lodar#OSidians
and groups who will,volunteer to share,ttleirixsic
or skills with the children:in your center',;,,Take
the children to concert:S"'and musical prOgrais_when-,'

aever possible,

Here are soMe guidelines for including music in
your schoot7gge program:

Have sing-dion*.regularVI Pick'songs the chil-
dren knmeand lik: Find out what they have
learned.athome, school and camp. School-age
children like a wide:range of songs, including
those with fOhny or tongue-twisg words. If you
don't play an instrune%, it is easy to learn to
str* an autoharp.

Use ohop;ts or familiar tunes. .ENperiment with
makiii§-ilp your own songs. Then encourage the
children po dorthe same. If your singing voice
isn't AlVthat great, chant your songs or sing them
to.simple, familiar tunes.

Mdke and:use musical instruments. -School-age
children can,make and use many simple musical
instruments. "Sand blocks, rhythm stickS,,drums,
tamboUrines and shakers are some examples. There
are some resource books for this and 'other-nusic
activities listed on page 117. 4

Encourage musicals. School-age children can have
'a lot of fun writing, rehearsing and staging a
musical. Just keep in mind.that the'preparation
will be the most fun and more important than a
perfect prbduction. ,Puppets can act out songs or
the children's musicals. ,Children can write an
original story to include songs they already know.



SBARETHE PLEASURE OF BOOKS

Let the schools teach reading. You can provide
books in a relaxed envirbnment for the children's

AP
pure, enjoyment wand pleasure. YOu can show how
books are resources for new ideas or information.
Books contain recipes for cooking, dixections_for
projects or facts about anything from dinosaurs to
rockets. Use local libraries to add to your centerls
collection of books and magazines for children.
Sthool-age children also like adult magazines about
many subjects. They enjoy looking at pictures and
reading about sports, nature, cars and motorcycles.
Ask the librarian to recommend books and magazines
or provide you with lists of books on certain
subjects. Look for books that give honest views of
different cultures, family styles or sex roles. A
list of recommended resources and books which avoid'
sexism appears on page 115.

Here are some points to consider fbr helping
childr4n to enjoy and use books:

Plan a quiet, cozy book corner. Find a quiet
corner for locating books. A raised level or loft
is nice. Use carpeting and pillows to make it a
Soft and cozy spot. Put out storyhookS,'informa-
tive books and magazines. Rotate the books and
magaiines to keep the children interested. On warm f
days encourage thechildren' to read outside. A ,!1,

checkout system will make the-children'responsible
for returning all reading materials.

Find good book& to read. School-age-children still
enjoy having adults read to them. Read during
snack or after lunch when the-children art in-the.
center for full days. There are many books to
choose from, such as Charlotte's Web, by E. B.
White, and The Lion, The Witch And The Wardrobe, by
C. S. Lewis. Some other titles appear on page 116.

Sugirest a book club. Some children really enjoy
reading. Talk to a group of children about start-
ng a book club. Ask for suggestions.- They might
make a wall chart to record names and books read.
They could draw pictures about favorite books and
han%them in a special place. They could make
bookmarks or badges to give as prizes, for reading a
cervain number of books. Once the children get
interested, they will have many ideas about setting
up, naming and running a book club.

1.'
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USE T IS4JISEEJY, IF AT ALL

T6levision has little if any place in a child care
program. Thpre should be so many interedting
things to do that the children have n8 time of
depire torwatchTV. Children learn'best by doing.
Children sitting in front Of a TV set are passive,
not active. The comercials on television present
A view of life that may conflict with family values.
Life is more than buying material things, having
fun ahd winning love by using the riOt soap cif
driving a fancy 6.ar. Too:many,prOgrams have
violent themes or feature fighting and,shootouts.
In centers it is tempting to:tUrnon-the TV in the
late afternoon when both chIldren and-caregivers
are getting tired. However, the programs aired at
this time are not always the best for children.
The cartoons are often iloud and full of running and
hitting. They include little that is-thoughtful or
poSitive. The reruns'Usually are shows which-Were
made originally for adults. Select programs with
care. look for educational television shows and.

the few commercial shows ma0e especially fora,children.
Television belongs in the center environment only
when it is.used wisely and with great care.

'Here are some guidelines fbr using television:.

Vieid TV with the children: If you turn on a TV
program, watch it with the children.: This way you
can talk about or explain any events or meanings
that:the children might not understand. Watch for
Strong,reactions and talk,about what's happening to.
that child right then.

Set time limits. Let the children)cnow in'advance
exactly what they.-can watch and for how long.
Children should only.watch a specific pro4ram
qin4/ a specific period of time.

Tak about shows befbre and after viewing. Help
prepare the children for a special program. Talk
about what they can expect to see and suggest some
particuiar thingspo watch for. Make watching a
show meaningful. Have follow-Fp activities. This
might be singing the same songs just heard,
about &story o*plahning a related project

.

Learn about teleVision and children. Fbr in -
t-tion and publications about TV and its effect on
children'write: ActiOn'For Children's Television,-
46 Austin Street, Newtonville,-MA 02160.4',

-98-
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KEEP SOME- SIMPLE GAMES IN MINp

Successful car vers-ichow a variety of garces,and

'ibtivities that a1dren can do with very few or no

propd or equipment. These gailles are useful at the

end of a long day, between activities or on the bus
on the way back to the center after a field trip.

Asong, chant or game can lift everyone's spirits. .

You will findthatneny of the simple, old-fashioned
games you usedto play ake still popular with
children:

1-T

Change games to fit the' ages,interests or number
,in ary group:

Twenty queStions Whoever is "it" picks an item

that is within the area. The rest of the group
asks questions,that require yes or 'no answers.
Whoever guesses the object becomes "it." -If no one

has guessed the object by the time 20 questions .

have;been asked, thefperson,being questioned names_
the object and gets,another turn. 'At first, childrenly
will,guess wildly Youcan show.how. to,ask ques-
tidns that reveal clues, Such 'as: Is aCn animal?,
.A vegetable? A mlneraZ? Is it large? Does it, ;

move?

GosSip The group,sits in a circle. One child is ,
picked to whisper a secret into the ear"of the
,.child sitting to the left. The secret is passed
aroUnd the circle in this nannei. The last child

6 to receive the.secret says it aloud. This is when
,the fun begins. 'Usually the twisted words and
'Meaning Qf the original secret will start everyone

: laughing., 4

Name games TO play this game, all'the children'%,
slap the tops of their legs twice, clap their hands

3.: twice and then snap first one finger and then the.
other in an-even, steady beat; Along with the
first finger dnap, the child-who is "it" says his.. .

or. her name. .Then with the second snap, the child
named another. With everyone keeping up the rhythm,
thb'nekt child slaps, claps, snaps and repeats the
naming process. The trick is to 'keep,therhythm
going and say each name alonswith,a, snap.,

ianguages Secret.langUages can be fun but,...
Opp Dack dand DiZZ dent.dup_dee dill.
Say' g)words backwards is great fun for school-age
Ohildren._:Belnana becones an=cn-ab. Or-change the
normal-Ietter sound' in a'wbrd such as rah-kea

instead of .rakp.

9 6
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USE EYESIMAY THINGS TO CREATE INTEREST

There is 90 much in the everyday woad that children
'want to know about. Tpeir interests are so varied.
They haVe so many quegtions about the world around
them They want to know about money and telling
time. They want to know howthings work. They
want to know how their bodies work. They like
activities using their senses of taite, touch and
smell. They are interested in the changing seasons
and 0,geleg track of the temperature. They like to
repeat simple experiments. they like finding
answers to.questions. ftat happen* when you mix
soda and vinegar? What happens when you sbake oil
and water? What happens when you stir dirt into
water? Caregivers have countless opportunities to"
help school-age children dkplore their interests.

encourage the many interests Of school-age children:

Simple,items sPark interest. Same items for
school-age children night include: prisms, magnets, .

iron filings, rulers, yardsticksc, tape measures,
thermometers, scales, kaleidoscopes, batteries,
flashlights, electric bells, stethoscopes, tpars,
pulleys, gears, clocks, measuring spoons and tups,
pints and quarts, calendars, maps, globes and
magnifying glasses.

Collections are popular. School-age children
usually have a passion for collecting. Expect
collections of bird nests, shells, rocks, baseball
cards, toys, stamps and insects. Encourage this
activity. 'The children may be learningabout the
items being collected, They gay be learning
classifying and comparing as they sort,
arrange and rearrange their collections.

Set up simple experiments. Why is-the wet
early in the morning but not in the afternoon? ,

Show how evaporation works. Use a saucer, a glass
and a narrow-mouthed=bottle. Put equal-amOunts of
water in each container. Which container is empty
first? Where did the water go?

Use daily events to cdsually introduce information.
A,child is moving away. Locate the child's new
home on the map. Haw long will it take to travel'
there? What are all the ways of getting there?
Haw long does each way take? What will it be like
there? lbw do we find out?

-no;
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SURROLUD THE CHILDREN WITH GROWING THINGS,

There are many possibilities for different approaches

and gardening projects. Pick those things which
interest you the most to share with the children.

Listen to their questions and try to follow up on

their interests as well. Yak might want to explore

the value of earthworms. This can lead to making
and watching an earthworm farm in a large glass

jar. The condition and preparation of the soil
might lead to collecting the center's vegetable
wastes for a compost heap. Gardening might lead to

the study of birds and insects, The dhildren could
learn to identify both harleul and helpful insects.
Organic gardening suppliers,will fill orders for
insects such as praying mantis and ladybugs. Don't
let lack of outdoor growing space be an excuse for
not including growing ehings in your school-age
environment. You can plant seeds and groW things
in pots,-dishpans, kitty litter pans, discarded
ammunition cases, sandboxes and empty iilk cartons.
Share the miracle of growth with,the children by
watching seeds and beans sprout. Then enjoy these

'My eating them raw, making salads or using in
docking projects..

Vr

e"; r
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Here.are some hints to help yolt plan projects with
grdwing things:

Plant mini-gardens. salt tops off carrots, turnips,
beets br pineapples.\sEut the tops in dishes of
water and watdh them gfte. Sprinkle grass or
birdseed on a damp,4onge or blotter paper in a pie
pan.

Sprout seeds in a4ar. Use one tablespoon of
falfalfa seeds for eadh quart jar. 'It helps to nix
in.a few larger'seeds such as lentils. Soak the,
seeds overnight; drain well. Stretch cheesecloth'
or a fine screen over the jar and secure with a ,
rubber band. Set the jar in a warm ppot in indi-
rect light. Rinse the seeds with warm water, twice
aday,-draining well. The seeds Will sprout in
four or five days.

Try experiments. Compare what happens to plants
grown in the light and the dark. Show how leaves
and stems always grow upwards. Fill a jar with
cotton balls. Put bean Sbeas between the 4lass and
the cotton. Keep the cotton moist so the seeds
will sprout and grow..1 Mfale sure the lid is on
tight. After.a few days, turn the jar upside down..
The children can see the roots change direction.
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SIM HOW TO USE TCCIS WITH SKIM AND CARE

Wbodworking is a popular, year-round activity. It
can iipe done both indoors and out. Indoors or out,
use real tools, not toys, that produce results.
SaWs, for example, should be sharp. Have a special
storage area for btols.tA box or shed which can be
lqcked provides a safe pilace for woodOrking tools.
Hanging up tools Idnen not it) use helps to keep them
in good condition. yespicoards with painted outlines
of tools in their assigned spots work best.. Keep
all smell items like clamps'in labeled containers
in ihe same areas. Show the phildren how to use
tools. Teach them to grasp a hammer near the end .s

of the handle, not close to the head. .Then demon-
strate how to.strike a nail sharply. FOr pulling
out nails, let theM see how a block Of wood under
the hammerhead prevents nails from bending. Empha-
size the importante of caring for tools. They
belong in a dry place. Saws, should.be sharpened'
regularly. Hammerheads should be secure:

_

Make woodworking.a fun part of your program:

Make'sure safety comes first. Discuss safety rules
and how tools are used safely. Show the children
that harmers:are not to be'raised above their

-hePac. Keep a first-aid kit handy.
. -

Suggest, don't tell what to do. sap a childwho
Uants"to build* airplane this way. talk about
basic dqsign and how airplanes work. Ask the child'
to 'draw a pattern. Then the child chooses wood and
tools. A box with the child's name is good for
storing projects.whicb take more than one day.

Encourage children.to,build useful items. sugges
simple product's that the chilOren qan make which
will be useful additions to the center environment.
These might include ringtossstands, a puppet
theater or simPle dollhouse.

Let the children make minor repaird. The children
can practice their skills on repairs around the
center. They can sand rough wooden.blocks. They

.can pound in loose nails. They can glue and clamp
broken items.

Plan related field trips.. Take the children to
visit cabinet shops, furniture factories, lumber
mills, hardware stores or building sites.

.
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'4MAKE FOOD A TASTY PART OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Children benefit froth and truly enjoy cooking
activities. Involve the children.in preparing
snacks and °booking projedts as much as possible..
You can use these experiences fop all kinds of
purposes. 'These might include teaching new words,
arithretid, reasurement, basic science and nutrition.
Mbst of all,-enjcy the pleasure the children feel
in planning, preparing/ serving and then eating
Snacks and meals. Select foods to be prepared
carefully. Try topse recipes that call for whole
grain flours. Avvidp using refined sugar. lixperi-

rent with preparing and serving lots of vegetables
and fruits in new and different ways. You and,the
children wdll discover many recipes and ways to
enjoy eating healthful foods. -School-age children
can participate in all the different stages of
cooking; They can help choose recipes, figure
costs and shop for ingredients. They can prepare
And serve the foccl, as well as manage cleaning up
afterwards. Careful handwashing and single-seiving
xecipes reduce health risks. See page 117 for
suggested cookbooks.

Try to make cooking experiences meaningful:

Help children Zearn new words. Use the proper -

terms so the children can learn words like grater,
strainer or sieve. They can learn what it means to
fold, whip, simmer or garnish.

Let children heZp plan'snacks and meals. Mile
..planning snacks and meals, children can learn good
nutrition and health information. They can learn
about food groups, vitamins and mdnerals. Encour-
age the pleasures.of eating by suggeSting ways to
arrange food by color, texture and taste for
satisfying results.

Encourage recipe projedts. Children can have fun
writing a cookbook or preioaiing a recipe-file.

might-want to include favorite recipes of
thei parents. They can write a short history or
make.special drawings to decorate each recipe.

Plan picnics and cookouts. Take advantage of the
long summer days to move cooking and eating activi-
ties outdoors. Try to.plan cookouts with'
children at thscenter or in nearby parks.

-103-
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SERVE HEALTHFUL FCODS AND SNACKS

Below are same suggestions for macks And cooking projects. Let the chil-
dren participate in preparing and serving flood and snacks as often as
pcesible.- ?cu will find recipes for the starred items on the next page.

Fruits:

0 apple wedges
Applesauce*
bananas
melon chunks
pineapple tidbits
orange wedges
peach slices
papayas:
mangos
Tresh berries
fruit salad
rplded salad*

Meats/Proteins

assorted nuts
pumpkin seeds
sunflower seeds
peanut butter balls
honey-nut balls*
'tuna fish
meatballsr,

Dairy:

cheese
cream cheese
cottage cheese - add fruit

or vegetables
eggs -.. scrambled, deviled

or egg salad sandwich
yogurt freeze for fun

.0yogurt vegetable dip*
yogurt fruit dip*

Vegetables:

bean sprouts
alfalfa and aSsorted sprouts
cabbage leaves
bumps on a log* -

carrot sticks put olives'on end
celery sticks - stdff with cream
cheese

green pepper slices
radishes
kohlrabi
zucchini

vegetable soup

Breads/cereals:

sandwiches, assorted
crackers (Whole grain)
applesauce cake*,
granola
muffins
bagels and cream cheese
pcpcorn
whole grain toast with peanut

butter, cream cheese or cheese
pancakes - serve with peanut

butter, appLesauce. and raisins

Bevera es:

water
unsweetened fruit juices
milk
egg nog
almond milk,

1 01



E.ASY }WIPES FOR SMCKS

APPLESAUCE

CUt apples in quarters. Leave skins

on. Add 1/2" of water to pot. Bring

to boil. Cbver and cook slowly for
20 to 30 minutes or until soft. Add

! honey to taste. Force through a food
mill or siev.e. Serve warm.or cold.

Variation: Add cinnamon.

BUMPS ON A LOG

Wash celery and cut into serving
size pieces. Fill each stalk with
peanut butter. Place raisins in
a row on top of the peanut butter.

APPLESAUCE CAKE

Mix well with a wooden spoon:

1/2 cup oil ,

1 cup molasses
1 egg
3/4 cup raisins .

1/2 cup chopped nuts

Add:

2 cups whole wheat flour
1/4 cup wheat germ
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon cinnamon

Make 12 cupcakes or one 9" lbaf.

Bake At 350° for 40 to 45

minutes. Frost with cream cheese.

*HONEY-NUT BALLS

Mix:

1 cup sunflower seeds.
1 cup carob powder or cocoa
1 cup old-fashioned peanut butter
1 cup honey

Shape the candy into. small balls.
Roll candy balls in sesame seeds
to coat. Chill until firm.

-105-

MOLDED SALAD

Soften for 5 minutes: 1 table-
spoon unflavored gelatin in 1/2
cup cold juice.*

Heat slowly over simzer burner
until gelatin is disiblved and

add: 1 cup chilled pineapple,
grapefruit or apple juice; pinch
of.salt; and 1/4 cup fresh lemon
or lime juice.

Stir well and chill until gelatin
begins to set. Add 1 1/2 cups
of any fruit or fruits in com-
bination.
*use pineapple, grapefruit,

apple juice or unsweetened apri-
-cot, orange,,grape or berry juice.

YPGURT VEGETABLE DIP

1 cup of plain yogurt
1 tablespoon.powdered onion soup
mix
1 teaspoon dill weed

Mix together and let stand in
refrigerator to blend flavors.
Increase or decrease amount of
onion soup mix and dill weed to
suit individual taste.

YOGURT FRUIT DIP

Add 2 tablespoem undiluted
orange concentrate to 1 cup plain

yogurt. Use as dip for apple
wedges, pineapple tidbits, banana
slices and other kruit.

EXperiment With different fruit-
flavored yogurts to find your
favorite.

1 0
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" CHECK YOUR CREATIVITY AND SKILL WITH MATLALS

Remember, adhen we talk about school-age environments that
includes the people there. What caregivers do and how they
do it is important. Caring for children is both P.m and hard
work. Erperience and skill make it more fun and less work.

6.4 /Use this Last checklist to discover your own strengths. Pick
any item that you don't check as a place to begin improving
your skills as a caregiver.

I learn from watching the children to see what they like to.do.

I.srges new or different ways to repeat favorite things.

I have sone skills, talents or knoi-a-how which I can share with the
children.

I show by my example how to solve problems in more than one way.

I know songs, chants, rhymes, stories and games to .share with the chil-
dren so they have fun and enjoy each day.

I encourage the children to make up and share their own poems, jokesj
songs and Stories.

I try to make the environment interesting and involve the children in
caring for plants, younger children and pets, if allowed.

I know both group add individual activities that most school-age chil-
dren can and like to do.

I try to include a wide variety of neterials and resources to enoourage
all kinds of projects front wcodworking to cooking to movement.

Projects and activities are selected on the basis of the children's
interests and choices.

4

I always try to involve the Children in all activities fran beginning'
to end or fran planning to cleaning up.

) .I am always looking for materials or new ideas to use with the children
in my care. I use books, magazines, other caregiven and my director
a.S resources.

I suggest art% and crafts projects that the children will enjoy instead
of trying to create products that will please the parents.

I look at and talk about the books and pictures in the center with
the children. We look at how these treat differences in families, Sex,
cultures and disabilities.

It I turn on the TV, I 4/4-so for a specific program or limited time and
watch with the children.

-106-
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FINDING RESOURCES
TO SUPPORT
CAREGIVING
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LEker m ma or SCROUNGING

As a caregiver you will find learning the art ok

.somolunglpg a big help. Once you get the hab#, you
always will be on the lookout for materialithat
can be used bir the children in your center. Some

caregivers even get a sense of satisfaction as they
discover different or original uses for other peo-
.ples cast-offs. 'For example, junk mail, old
'catalogs, magazines and newspapers are good for
cuttimactivities or art projects. Learning to
'ask for materials is basic to the art of scrounging.
*mothers learn you vidrk in a child care center,

'often they are glad to have you hamilaway their
surplus materials or outdated supplies. Scrap
lumber, fabric,,packing cratei or materials, paint,
wallpaper, carfdeting and plants are just a-few of

he things you might uncover. Remember, local
public libraries are good saurces for books, films,
records and other materials.

Here are some suggestions to heZp you get started
finding and collecting materials:

Find out what is available ZocaZZy. There probably
are,sources for surplus or donated materials on the
installation where your center is located. Find
out about these sources for free materials as
outlined in the director's AdWnistrative Qiidebook.

CoZZect and save pictures and ideas. You may want
to collect good ideas and pictures for use with the
childten. Some caregivers make and use the# own
personal idea notebooks. A three-ring binder
allows you to add pages and reorganize as you
choose. Divide your notebook into sections such as
group games, woodworking, poem's, movement and art.
You can protect and reuse your favorite pictures.
Mbunt on cardboard and oover with clear, self-
sticking plastic. This is also a good way to
protect and reuse things spch as poeas or craft
ideas.

411%

Look f6r-resources. There are publications which
list sources of free and inexpensive materials.
TWo examples include Free And Inexpensive Learning
Materials. Write for price to the Cffice of Educa-
tional Services, F&I, Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tennessee 37203. RaboWINtalohan's Free
And Inexpensive Mdterials For Preschool And Early
Childhood is available fromFearon Publishers,
Inc., 6 Davis Drive, Belmont, California 94002.

-109z.
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FIND AND USE BCOKS AND RESOURCES

Below are some suggeited resources to increase your understanding of school-
age children and help you plan and manage effective child care programs'for
them.

Day Care For School-Agers edited by Gayle Browne and issued by the Texas
Department of Human Resources. (For vore information about the guide and
shorE slide shows which complement the guide, write to: Development Mate-
rials, Child Development Programs 529-0, Texas DepartmeAt of Human Aesources,
johnil. Regan Building, Austin, TX 78701.)

This is a large, loose-leaf bo6k full of good program ideas, useful
bibliographies, suggested equipment, management tips and environmental
designs. It is loaded with background information and project ideas
for caregivers, including such topics aa food,,physical skills, science
and nature, music anecreative drama. The nature projects feature
plants and creatures of the Southwest.

School's Out! Group Daykare For The School Age Chi.ld by Elizabeth Prescott
and Cynthia Minch. Pasadena, California: Pacific OakS College, 1974.

This is a good book for directors and program planners - those responsible-
for eatablishing the total school-age program.

Activities For SchooZ-Age Child Cartby Riosalie Blau, et al. Washingion,
DC: National Associatpn for the Education of Young Children, 1977.

It is not thick, but this book has 15 chapters which caregivers-will
-find very useful. Suggestions for each activity include planning the
environment, equipment or materials lists, topics to talk about with
children and ideas to try.

Science On A Shoestring by Herb Strongin. Menlo Park, California: Addison
Wesley Publishing Company, 1976.

The children learn lots about science by doing the many projects and
experiments in this book. Photographs and clear descriptions make this
a good handbook for both children and caregivers.

Serving School-Age Children edited by Donald J. Cohen, et al. Washington,
DC: CREW Publication N. (001) 73-34), Office of Child Development, 1972.

This book presents both child development information and program ideas
for school-age children. The text is ,easy to read, and the appendix
lists useful resources and Publications.
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Day Care For School-Age Okildren: Summer by B. Osteen and M. Peterson.
Chapel Hill, North Carolina: DC/TATS, University of North Carolina, 1979.

This color slide presentation shows how to develop a sumer scho,ol-age
program and activities to used,

PlaYgrounds For Free by Paul Hogan. Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Press, 1974.

The MIT

Faan and build a fun, challenging outdoor play envirorcent with the
hap of thisshcok. It includes plans, photbgraphs, directions and
descriptions of.play areas and equipment. . .

Planning For Play by Lady Allen of Hurtwood. Cambridge, Massachusetts: The
MIT,Press, 1968.

/he photographs of real children at play in some play yards of outstand-
ing desir are very interesting. The text is yery technical. The
chapter,on adventure playgrounds explorei this approach to play.

,

, r
. . A .

.
Children's Play*Ang Playgrounds by Joe L. Frost and Barry L. klein. Boston:
Allyn.& Bacon, Inc., 1979.

This book is for planners'and designers, but the many photographs
communicate the book's message clearly. There-a* lots.g creative,
safe ways tb design a play space-for children. The photographs".

7 and children's farmlike play envirpnments'are inspiring. -
. .

-

The Child From Five TO Ten (19771' And Youth The Years From Ten TO Sixteen
(1956) by Arnold Gesell, et al. -New'YOrk: Harper & RoW Publishers. ,

These two books detail the'growth and development'of.children. There
is a lot of useful infornfition. Remember, no child will fiteach age

(description exabtly, but these books present a good, overall'picture of
Children's-growth 'and behaviors.

100 Ways TO Enhance Self-Concept In The Classroom hy Jack Canheld'and,
Harold C. Wells. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1976.

, .
e

Although written forclassrooi teachers, mqst of the activities described
axe good for-the less-structured child care setting. These are fun
activities that helP children feel good About themselves and think
about their strong points.,

t
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Nature Activities For Early Childhood by Janet Nickelsburg. Me4o Park,
California: hddison Wesley publishing Company, 1976.

EVen thoUgh the title says*Early Childhood; thi.; book will help:you
make outdoor experiences meaningful and fun for your SChool-age chil-
dren. Each chapter has a short summary of useful informatioif, suggested
activities, lists of helpful materials, new words-to know anesumested
l000ks on the subject for both adults and children.

Sniis And Snails And Walnut Whales: Nature,Craft For Children by Phyllis
Fiarotta (with Nbel Fiarotta)., New York: Wbrkman Publishing COmpany,
1975. 4

Youland,the children can use this book tb,get ideas for crafts and
- ,hature projects. AAWays encourage the children to change and create

their own original items. .

Books For Kids About Moving by Lyhette Tandy. 7haEakins COmpany, 1335
South Figueron Street, Los Angeles, California 9001a. .

. . t

This.booklet lidts 30 children's books.whidh deal with the subject of
moVing: Helpful information about-the listed books includes reading
level, story outline and approximate-age and sex of the main characters
and deScription of illustrations.

a
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FIND SWIMS FOR COaPERATIVE GAMES

1
Here are sire bboks to help you understand the importance of games that

streSs =operation. You will find basic guidelines for nany games, as well

as learn how to make up your own games.

Cooperativg SpOrts And Games.Book, by Terry Orlick. New York: Pantheon

Boos, 1978.

Subtitled Challenge Without Cdmpetition, this book gives over,100 new

games,based on cooperation 'not competition. Also included are

cooperative ganes played aLund the world and games designed-for special

education classes. Available in-boih hardcover and paperbadk.

Learning Through Noncompetitive Activities And Play, by Bill and Delores

Michaelis. Palo Alto, California: Learning Handbooks, 530 University

Avenue 94301. .

. .

This book tells hoc.i to direct imaginative, cooperation-building garnet
and projects to help children feel good about themselves and learn

academj.c skills. Most games takellittle preparation or equipment.

(paperback).

For The Fun Of It: Selected Cooperative.Games For Child24n And Adults

loY Marta Harrison and the Non Vic1ence and Children Program. Phi1a1el, iia,

Pennsylvania: Non Violence and Children, Friends Peace COmmittee, 1515

Cherry Street 19102,,

This will give you more' games in which nobody loses: Publishedin'

1975.

AU Together: A Manual bf Cooperative dames, by Thed F. Lentz and Ruth

Cornelius. St. Louis, Missouri: Peace Research Laboratory, 6251 San Bonita

63105. -

This manual, published in 1950, has additional cooperative games.

(C=ative Games: For Indoors/And OU't, by Jim Deacove. Perth Ontario,

: Family Pastimes, RR #4 K7H 3C6.

Mbre cooperative games. This manual was published in 1974.,

The New Games Books, by Andrew Fluelelinan (4). San Francisco, California: .

New Games Ebundation, P. 0. Box 7901 94120.''

Scde of the Vanes are cooperative, some are not. The book includes

60 games for 2 to 200 people, with emphasig.on having fun. (paperback)

,
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HELP CHILDREN UNDERSTAND DISABILITIES

Here are Some sources of information for television tapes.which you could
use with school-age children to get them thinking and talking about dis-

(,) abled children and adults: 3

Short films from ZOOM, including "It's Harder For Patrick," "Nobody
-Treats Me Different," "M6sages By Hand" and "Finding my Way." Write
about purchase or rerital totFilms, Inc., 111 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette,
IL 60091..

"Feeling Free"
Workshop On Children's Awareness
22 Hilliard Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

ZOOM
c/o GBH EducAtional Foundation
125 Western Avenue
Boston, MA 02134

Sesame Street
Children's TelevisiOn WOrkshop
1 Lincoln Plaza
New York, NY 10023 -

Mr. Roger's Neighborhood
c/o WORD
4802 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

The International Association of Parents of the Deaf, Silver Springi,
Maryland, sells a reasonably priced poster, ABC Poster In Manual English.

A BOOK ABOUT DISABILITIES FOR CAREGIVERS:

Barnes, Ellen, et al. What's he Difference: Teaching
Toward People With Disabilities. Syracuse, New. Yokk.:
Press, 1978.

SOME BOOKS ABOUT DISABILITIES FOR CHILDR$N7

Positive Attitudes
Policy

Kelier, Helen. The Story OfAV Life. NeWYork: 'Doubleday, 1954.

Davidson, Margaret. Helen Keller. New York: Scpolastic Bopk Service,
1969.

Nams, Barbara with photographs by James Stanfield. Like It Is: Facts
And Feelings About Handicaps From Kids Who Know, New York: Walker
ana Company, 1979.

1

Keats, Ezra.Jack. Apartmenf 3. New York: MacMillan Publishing CTpany,
1971. -

Krabs, R. Leo The Late Bloomer. New York: E. P. Dutton, 1973.

Forrai, Maria & Anders, Rebecca. A Look At MSntal Retardation. Minne-
apolis, Minnesota: Lerner Publications Comioany, 1976.

Gelfamot, Ravina &hPatterson, Letha. They Wouldn't Quit: Stories Of
1iaidicapped iPeople. Minneapolis, Minnesota: Lerner Publications

' 1962.
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41.

USE.RESOURCES FOlk SEK-RDLE DEVELOPMENT
AND NCV-SEXIST MATERIALS AZ BOOKS

For multi-culturar sex education combined with education against sexism:

C Gordon, Sol. Girls Are dirls And Boys Are-Boys: So What's The Differ-
ence? Fayetteville, NY: Ed-U Press, Inc., 1979.

,

-Tb provide a different view of things:

MS. MAGAZINg. Each month this magazine prints a non-sexist story in
its section, Stories For Free Children.

WOMANSPORTS. This national publication features women in sports to
offset the rcstly-male sports,magazines.

Men In The Nurturing Role. A set of eight black-and-white photos of

A men caring for infants and young children. Send 25 cents for catalog:
Children's Book and MUsic Center, 5373 W. Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90019.

With the Non-Sexists Child Developrent Project of the Wbmen's Action Alliance,
Inc., 370 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY. 10017, for a free catalog of
materials, including:

Our Community Helpers Play People, My Family Play People, Play Scenes
Lotto:Community Careers flannel Board, Resource Photos of Men In The
Nurturing Role and People At Work Photos.

Non-Sexist Education For Young Children: A Practical Guide, by Barbar
Sprung. New Ybrk, NY: Citation Press, 1975.

Fbr some excellent non-sexist children's books and adult materials, write
for a catalog: .

Lollipop Power, Inc., P. 0. Box 1171, Chapel Hill, NC 27514.-

FOr pictures of wOmen and men in various jobs, inquire about the packet, People
At Work: Change Fovialildren, 2558 Mdssion Street, Roam 226, San Francisco,
CA 94110. q, 4

For an account of television and sexism, sed 50 cents and a self-addressed
business envelope for Lit ts Back: Feminists Cn Children's
'Media, P. 0. Box 4315, çarx3 Central Station, New Ybrk, NY 10010.

Look for the aDoum, Free To_Be 11072 And Me in local stores or order by mail:
Ms. Foundation for Wtnen, MS. M'ag zine, 370 Lexington Avenue, Nod Ybrk, NY
10017. Released by Bell Records (Di "on of Columbia Pictures Industries,
Inc.) 1776 Broadway, New York, NY.
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OM= BOOM SO READ ALCM

Aithbugh the school-age children in,your center are probably reading on
their own, they still enjoy hearing adults read. The Seuss books, for
example, are more fun when read aloud with rhythm and emphasis. Below is
a list qf books tOat have proven to be favorites of many children and
adults alike. Different groups of children have aifferent interests and
their favorites will vary. Some of the books below are just one in a
series. If your children love Ramona, Frances or Nate the Great, look 6or___
other books featuring these characters.

Blume, J. Tales Ol'A Fourth Grade Nothing, E. P. Dutton,'1971.

Carle, E. Velly-Bungry Caterpillar, Collin-Wbrld,.n.d.

\ Cleary, B. Ramona And her Father, Morrow, 1977.

Cbnford, E. Felicia The Critic, Little, 1973.

Corbett, S. Great Custard Pi§ Panic, Little, 1974.

Gordon, S. Crystal Is The New Girle Harper,z- Row, 1976.

HickA,-C. Marvelous Inventions OrAlvin Fernald, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, r

1960.

*Hoban, R. _Bedtime FO Frances, Harper &

Lawson, R. Rabbit Hill, Viking Press, 1944.

Lobel, A. Frog And Toad Are Friends, Harper & Re)w, 1970.

-

Mayer, M. Professor Wormbog In Search For The Zipperump-A-Zoo, Golden Press,.'
1976.

,MbDermott, G. Anansi The Spider, Penguin, 1977.

Mimaxik, E. H. Little Bear, Harper & Row, 1957. .0,46.

Mbrey, W. Gentle Ben and Kavik The Wolf Dog, E. P. Dutton, 1965,

Phelps, El J. Tatterhood And.Other Tales, Feminist Press, 1978.

Prelutsky, J. Snopp On The Sidewalk And Other Poems, Greenwillaw, 1977.'1

Seldon, G. Cricket In Times Square, Ariel, 1960.

Sharmat, M. Nate The Great Goes Undercover, Coward, 1974.

Whrner, G. Boxcar Children, A. Whitman,.n.d. »
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TRY THESE SUGGESTED COOKBOCES

I.

The &dale Cookbalk by Nancy Albright. Emmaus, PA .Ftdale, 1973.

sihis book includes,lots of recipes using natural Bap*, nutritional
content of foods listed, food substitution table (honey for sugar) and
cooking hints.

The Mother-Child Cookbook by NancyTerreira. Menlo Park, Clifornia:
Pacific COast Publishexs, 1969,

,

Although writtdfor use with preschool children, this book is still
useful for school-age children. It includes "no-cooking," indoor and
outdoor recipes.

Cookbook For The New Age: Earth, Weaer, Fi7,e, Air by Barbara Friedlander.
New York: MacMillan-Publishing*Company, Inc., 1972..

This is a vegetarian coo-Taxok with itaginative recipes such as stuffed
grape leaves. (Photographs by Bob Cato)'

.

The NaturaZ Cook's First Book by Carole GetzOff. NeW York: !Dodd, Mead,

1973. -

This-book is written,especially for school-age children. This book
encourages seasonal cooking and the use of natural and whole grains.

e eative Food Experiences For ChiZdren by M._T_Gcodwin and G Pollen .

terFor-SCiencerin the publiC interest, 1779 ChurchStreet, Washington,
DC 20036.

0

Ibis is a resource book for nutritiOn information, curriculum and
group cooking activi

A"'

A Child's Cookbook by Thelma Harms, Bev Veitch, Gerry Wallace and Tia
Wallace Walnut Creek, CA: Acme Press, 1976. Tb order write ba 656 Terra
California Drive #3, Walnlit Creek, CA 94595.

,Picture and single portion recipes, along with practical information
on cooking with children'make this a most useful book.

Maximizing Learning From oking Experiences by Thelma Harms;' Marilyn
Petrson And Deborah Cryei Chapel Bill, North Carolina: Frank Porter
GrMam Child Development Center, 1977.

This teacher' manual for A ChiZd's Cookbook explores cooking with'
children. Written to be used with preschool children, contents also
useN1 for school-age.

Cooking And Eating With ChiZdren by 0. MbAfee. ACEI, 3615 Wisnsin Avenue
NW, Washington, DC 20016. ,

This,book e$Plores the reasons for cooking and eating with children.
It lists group and single serving recipes.
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LOOK FOR I4JSIC RESOORCES

This is a book with
sounds:

Listen, by Joy
1977.

photographs and easy directions to follow to create fun

Wilt and Terre Watson. Waco, Texas: Creative Resources,

More books about instruments children can make include:

M48ic And Instruments For Children To Make, by John %Hawkinson and
Martha Faulhaber. Chicago, IL: Albert Whitman & Company, 1970.

Rhythm, M4sic And Instruments To Make, by John Hawkinson and Martha
Faulhaber. Chicago, IL: Albert Whitman & Company, 1970.

Jug Bands And Handmade &sic', by ,7ames Collier. New York: Grosset &
Dunlap, Inc.; 1973.

. ftsicalA''InstrumentS Recipe'Book and WhisZes And Strings,'Elementarr
....

Science_Study, ;,.5 Chapel Street, Newton, MA 02158.

1$

These'canYhelp you plan creative movement activities:

CreatiV6 Rhythmic Movement For Children, by Gladys Andrews. Englewood

Cliffs, NJ: Prentices-Hall, 1954.

Creativelb-Vement For The Devel-Ckild-,--by Clare Cherry. Ralo

Alto, California: Fearon Publishers, 1968.

Creative Movement In The Primary SChool, by J. Russell. New York:

Frederick A. Praeger, 1968.
,

Everyone has their coom favorite songbooks. Here are a few samples;

A Song Is Born, by Beatrice and Ferrin. Fraser. Boston, MA: Little,
. Brown & Company, 1959.

Around The WorZd In Song, by Dorothy Gordon. New York: E. P. DuttOn,

1930. -

Sing, Children, Sing Songs, Dances and Singing Games Of Many Lands And
Peoples, by Carl S. Mil/er. New York; Chappell & Company, Inc., 1972.

American 'Folk Songs For Children, by Ruth Suger. New "York: Doubleday
& Company, 1950.

These records may be available locally or send for a catalog to Environments,
Inc., P. 0. Box 1348, Beaufort, South Carolina 29902;

Rainy Day Dances, Rainy Day Songs, bY Patty Zeitlin and Marcia'Berman,
AR-610 Education Activities.
Make Believe In Movement, by M. Dorey, 0500 Kimbo.
Be A Frog, A Bird, Or A Tree, by Rachael Carr, Educational Activities.
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SEEK RESOURCES TiiATM HELP
CHILDREN WM SENSITIVE SUBJECTS

Use these books to help an individual,child, not for large group dis-

cussions. Some books to use for talking about death, divorce and other

sensitive spbjects might include:

The Dead Bird by Margaret Wise Brown. Redding, Massachusetts: Addison-

Wbsley Publishing Company, 1958.

This classic: tells the story of a funeral for a dead bird.

The Tenth Good Thing About Barney by Judith Viorst.

1971.

This is the story of a funeral for i cat named
life.

New York: Atheneum,

Barney and the cycle of

Growing Time by Sandol Warburg. Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1969.

This book is-about_leannp;_to_co th of a

standing life.'s

and under-

Annie And The Old One by Miska Miles. Boston: Little, Brown and Company,

1971.

This story takes place on an Indian reservation and deals with aCcepting

- and facing old age andideath.

4 Grandpa Died Today by.Joan Fassler. New York: Human Science Press, 1971.

This story is about a boy's feelings when his grandfather dies.'

ftshy Eggs by Adams Florence. New York: G.'P. Putnam and Sons, 1973.

This is the story of David, his parents' divorce, his mother's working

and his bahysitter.

Families Are Like That! compiled,by Child Study Association of America.

New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1975.
t

These ten stories cover topics like separation, adoption, unemployment,

death of ielatives, divorce arid,foster care.

I'm Moving by Martha Hickman. Nashville: Abingdon Press, 19,74.

A boy must decide what to take and what has to stay/behind as he

facel-amove.

Am.Adopted by SusantLapsley. Scarsdale, New York:. Bradbury Press, 1975.

An adopted child views simple activities enjoyed by most families.

Friday Night Is Papa Night by Ruth Sonneborn. New York: Viking Press, Inc.,

1970.

Pedro only gets to see his father on weekends because of two faxway

jobs.
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